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ABSTRACT
Pedd ling in Northern Utah as Compared
To the Continental Un it ed States
by
Paul J. Nye , Master of Scie nc e
Utah State University, 1968
Major Professor: Dr. S. George Ellsworth
De part men t : History
Or a l interviews were conducted in Cache Valley pe rtaining t o the
goods and s e rvic e s per forme d by the itinerant peddler as compared with
peddling in th e continental Unit ed States.
Having a large inland lake such as Bear Lake brought about th e
peddling of fish, similar to that done on the seaboard.
The a va ilabilit y of goods and services r end e red by the itinerant
in Utah was similar to the goods and services obtainable from earlier

United States peddlers .
(143 pages)

PART I
PEDDLING IN THE CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

To many, a difficult part of a Master's Thesis is selec ting a
topic.

Peddling in Northern Utah was suggested, and r eceived with

int erest.

After consulting with Dr. S. George Ellsworth, th e conclusion

was made that most of Utah's History on peddlers would come from oral
interviews .

Chapters II and III of Part I, deal with the original Yankee
Peddler, the li fe he liv ed and the goods he sold.

Chapter IV deals with

the Jewish Peddler and his ent ranc e onto the peddling scene.
With this background on U. S. peddlers, Chapter V, Part II, deals
with the itinerants of Utah, both l ocal and those who crossed the t er ritory and state.

The greater part of the Utah cha pter was obtained by personal inter views with elderly people who themselves peddled or who knew of the peddlers.

Thes e older citizens of a community were searched out.

They

were asked if they remembered the peddler who passed through their home
t own years ago.

If their know led ge was small, a few notes were taken

and referrals were asked for.

If they recalled many experiences pertain-

ing to the peddlers or if they themselves had peddled, a fu ture visit
was arranged and a tape recorder taken.

The se older people were very congenial and willing t o help .
times they wandered off the sub j ect.

Many

If a wife or husband had recently

passed away, the interview was much more difficult.

Family a lbums were

brought out and life histories were told .

Not a few tears were shed

during the interview if a loved one had r ece ntly passed on.

But the

elderl y people enjoyed the visits and the company it afforded them.
A suggestion might be made he re.

Young Historians would profit

gr e atly by spending a few afternoons with some of the older persons in
a community.

The social and historical information acquired would be

of value.
Consideration was given t o two modes of writing:

ologica l order.

topical or chron-

The t opical order will be used in this thesis.

The peddlers who worked Northern Utah can be classified int o three
main gr oups:

(l) local persons who peddled locally (which was mainly

food products), (2) those itinerants who came in from Ogden or Salt Lake
City (th ese sold manufactured goods and performed many of the services
suc h as the Dentist, or Eye Doctor), and (3) those who were not Utahns (who
came in on the train, covered an area and left.

cities of the East or from the West Coast) .

These were from the big

3

CHAPTER II
PEDDLING
Most of us today are pa id a weekly or bi-monthly salary .

Thus once

a we ek or so, the family conveniently drives to the supermarket t o do

the shopping.

It does not matter what season of year it is, there ar e

always f r es h fruits and vegetables of all kinds.

There ar e rows and

r ows of coolers wi th milk, butter, cheese, meats, ice cream and many

mor e fancy wrapped or packaged foods.

When an item of clothing is

needed or something for th e home , they are just as availabl e .
Probably the thought would never have entered the author's mind,
had he not written this paper.

Where were these goods and services

ob t ai ned fif ty, one hundred or two hundred years ago?

Before the music-

fi ll ed supermarkets evolved or the large department stores came about,

wher e did the inhabitants obtain the necessitie s and nic e ties of life?
True, the r e was the country store, or the large city merchantilist, but

the mode of travel was about l /10 the speed of ours today.
This paper deals with the traveling itinerant, those who plied the
paths and r oads of the past and filled a need for their times .

It is

the story of the almost forgotten pioneer who delivered tre me ndous
amounts of foods, goods and s ervi ces t o the earlier fathers of our

country.

Only when one has done a more thorough study on the obtaining

of foods, goods and services, does one appreciate our modern convenienc es

of today.

When an individual studies Histor y, quite often the social

aspects are t o an extent neglected.

One studies the big movements and

ove r-all passing of time, but even though the peddler is not as romantic
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as an Indian fighter or as famous as a well-known mountain man, he was
just as important.

Peddlers ha ve been operating for centuries.

They ex ist ed through-

out th e wor ld and still ex is t in most countries today.

Jewish perfume

peddl ers sold their wares t o the ladies of high places whil e the Christians were be ing fed t o the lions in Roman arenas.

The peddler had status under the feudal sys tem of Eur ope .
ed kings' palaces and traded with the peasants.

He enter -

He had easy access t o

the whole range of soci e t y .
In Engl and , peddlers of small wares were numerous and for hundreds
of year s many traversed Eng land and also t raded on the contin ent.

They

were r estricted t o the circuit assigned th em and lic ensed by two justic es

of the pe ac e in their l oca l e.
robbers l ooting the ir goods .

The constant menace were highwaymen and

1

In New York City, during the middl e of the 19th Century, almost
any household it e m availabl e cou ld be purchas ed directly from the peddlers on the crowded str ee t:

whale oil, charcoal, root beer (3c a glass),

str awberries, beans, pe a s, cucumbers, cabbages, onions, po tat oes, bakery
goods, ice, raw oysters

(1 ~

to

2~

each), l emons , oranges, and meats .

th en , a butcher r e ceived complaints becaus e of the high cost of meat.
twe nty-one pound veal wa s $3 . 94 and twelve pounds of mutton so ld for
$1. 50.

1

2

Clara H. Fawce tt, "Doll o l ogy, " Hobbies, LXVIII (December 1963),

40 .
2

Ibid.

Even

A
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Peddling is still done in the U. S.

One of the f amou s streets for

peddlers today is Chicago's Maxwell Street.
place of "pullers" and pushcart peddlers.
17 ~

For 78 year s it has been a
These peddlers and vendors pa y

daily for the privil ege of sel l ing on Maxwe ll Street.

But becaus e

of the needed room for freeways and city expansion, the city receipts
from the peddlers are going down.
l ett ing the peddlers sell.

In 19 62, it was $4500.

draws people from miles ar ound.
make a few dollars ."

In 1960, the city received $7000 for
1

The street still

They are mostly older men "trying to

They set up shop at 5:00 A. M. on Sundays and sell

anything from rusty hardware t o piano rolls and seventy-five year o ld
kerosene lamps .

In the metropolis of Los Angeles, California, the Helms Bakery
Company does a tremendous door to door business.

Their hug e truck fleet

and personnel deliver thousands of dollars worth of fresh bakery goods
daily to the modern housewif e .
Campfire Girls and Girl Scouts se ll cookies door to door and raise
organiza ti on money .

Watkins Products, Avon Products, books, vacuum

cleaners, insurance, and many other items are peddled door t o door.
In ratio to the tot al population, our modern tribes
of peddlers have decreased . Ye t the American Peddler is
by no means extinct. Hundreds of thousands still follow
the gre at trade, and tens of thousands still follow it
along the open roads .2

"Thomas Jefferson once reflected . . . that one third of the American
population spent its time peddling goods to the remaining two-thirds." 3

1"Everything Under the Sun, " Business Week, July 13, 1963, p . 28.
2charles Mar r ow Wilson, "Road Side Americans," Harper's Monthly,

CLXXI, (Octobe r, 1935), 632.

6

The Yankee Peddler

The original American peddler was a New Englander.

In fact, the

phrase "Damn Yankee" was derived from the New England peddler.
are questions which quickly arise.
in the itinerant trade?

There

Why were New Englanders so involved

Were there peddlers from the South?

New England "sharper" than the Southerner?

Was the

Did the South manufacture

good s which found their way into the peddler's pack?
Several fact ors shaped the destiny of New England.

First, New

England is a mountainous, rocky coastal area with a harsh climate.

who farm, do not farm with the ease which the Southerner's do.
Appalachians in the South a r e far from the coast.
land is low, flat and fertile.
thrive in the hot humid climate.

Those

The

In the South, the

The soil is tilled with ease and crops
The rivers are slow and deep and river

bo ats travel up them for many miles, forming natural highways.

In the North , just the oppos ite exists.
mountains cover the coast.

The land is rocky and

The streams are swift and unnavigable.

The

land is covered with brush and timber which must be cleared to utilize

the soil.

The climate is harsh and calls for a life of vigor t o eke

out a living.

The swift streams provide a great amount of water powe r.

In the past the farms were small and did not demand the land-owner to
invest in slaves.

Timber and ship building supplies were in abundance.

New England turned to building ships and thi s in turn led to a merchant
marine, a merchant class, and a ~ociety built around a mercantilistic

system, while the South deve loped farms, plantations and an agrarian
society.

So to begin, the South became an agricultural area while the

North turned mo r e to a merchant type soci e ty.

With a knowledge of

merchandizing th ey gradually be gan turning their face from England to
their own shores.
Lat er the American Revo lution brought on severe shortages of manu-

fac tured goods from the Mother Country.
turned to her own manufacturing.

With this problem, New England

She, much more than the South, developed

home industry before the Revo lution.

Be cause of this background, New

England turn ed mor e easily than did the South, to producing the goods
they could n o longer obtain .

True the South had its hous eho ld indus-

tries--each plantation made its shoes, common clothes and simple
necessiti e s--but it made practically no surplus, and its social attitude
was not conducive to the ris e of a trading class.
Agriculture, along with shipping, f i sher i es, naval stores, and

peltry was the backbone, but household industry was laying the foundation of New England's industrial life.

The transition was gradual.

Not

until the Civi l War did the domes tic loom give way to the t en thousand
spindle factories.
Thus, with a merchant class, home manufacturing and gradually
commercia l manufacturing, pedd ling became unique with the North, mainly

in New England.
Sinc e manufacturing is a product of demand and the demand was
local the fi rst market was in New England.

As communications improved

and production out-distanced the local market, there sprang up a brisk
trade with othe r co l oni es.

A gr eat deal of this trade was br ough t about

by the peddlers and thei r door to door and v illage to village wanderings.
When the sales of products of New England and the middle provinces
began to cut into the business of English manufacturers, the first of
many acts we r e passed restricting the manufacture of goods in the North.
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These taxations and prohibit i ons invaria bl y s timulat ed l oca l manufac-

tu re.

Coastal blockages, the Revolution, and the War of 1812 sent many

home industries into fu ll swing.

Howeve r, by 1820 the household indu s -

tries of New England were being overshadowed by the first fact ories.
An o ther twenty year s found them go ing ou t comp l e tely.
Manufac tur ed goods, home, industrially, and imported, were distri-

buted in two ways:

through the retail sho ps of town merchants and

through the itinerant vendi ng of peddl e rs, r eac hing even the most out lying sett l ements.

Scarcely a town in New England was not represented

on the road by on e or more peddl e rs.

Many New England towns had from

between ten t o fo rty of its young men ou t at a time.

Many of these

youths r e turned, only to persuade th ei r famili es and friends t o fol l ow
them to a new Nor thwest Ter rit or y , a new Mississippi Valley, an Illin o is
prairi e or the vas tness of Texas.
The Yankee Peedler dominat e d the itinerant commercial scene for

over 200 ye ars .

When the first se ttl e r s left th e coastal ar e a and moved

i nland the itin erant carried pin s , ne e dl e s, cookware, and cutl e ry to

them from Eng land, al ong with fish, oysters, s pices and salt and pepper .
As New England broadened her good s th e se also moved westwa rd with th e
early f r ontier .

The Yankee Peddl e r foll owed the narrow paths and streams

i nto th e hinter l and.

He found a vast ma rket for much of hi s trade in

the South bec au se of her lack of home indust r y.

By 1676 he had such a

mono pol y in the Carolinas that a restrictive law was aimed at him.

1

It was not until the 1840 ' s that he began t o leave the peddl ing scene.

1Richards on Wright, Hawkers and Walkers in Early America, (New York:
Frederick Ungar Publishing Co., 1927), 40.
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In th e l a t e 1840's the German Jew flooded the Northe ast ern shores
and many turned to th e peddling trade .
the peddl ing scene .

From the 1840's on, he dominat ed

The s e flooded over into the De e p South and far out

to the We st e rn Fr on tier.

Again i n the 1880's the Eastern Europe an Jews

arrived to the land of opportunity and the over-flow valv e was peddling.
As mentioned earlier the first peddlers were the Yankees from New
Eng land.
se lves .

They were young men; youn g men capab l e of taking care of themThey covered lar ge stretches of frontier- -s o litar y stretches

which separated town from t own .

They tracked through wilderness, kept a

safe distance f r om wild beasts and made f riends with the wild redman.
"To ventur e a peddling j ourney from Connecticut to Georgia would excit e
more comment, fea r and l oc al wonder than a journey to Tibet would t od ay."

As a rul e most peddl ers tried t o reach a home as clos e to the time
of an evening meal as possible.

Often they traded a small item for their
vtU'

food and l odging .

If the y wer e not invit e d in or the house too small

'\
to acconunodate them, they slept in the barn or out -building.
Not al l s l e pt in barn s, or st ayed at private homes.
Conne c ticut there's a docume nt that bears the title:

In Hartford,

Arrival and

Departure of Pedlars of the Pedlars' and Ya nkees' Log Book.

It li sts

the itinerants who put up a t a tavern in Hartford between August 1, 1820
and March 4, 1821.

One hundred a n d forty-seven peddlers patronized the

Inn duri ng that time.

2

But often if he we r e at a f a rmhouse, the smell of r oas ting meat and
a sly r emark u sua lly brought him to a hearty meal.

~right , 21.
2

Ibid ., 24.

Many traveled the

1
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same paths year after yea r, building up a route whe r e they knew they
would obtain fo od and l odg ing .

And one s hould keep in mind that this

ty pe of r o ut e kept th e peddler honest.
His life wa s not one of ease and comfort :

trave rsing mountains

and rive rs, pl odd ing along on dust-fill ed path s or roads, sl ee ping in
the rain or cold, packing and unpacking and being a l onesome traveler

much of the time .

Many of the s e experiences he shar ed with th e family

when invi ted in for food, lodging or both.
Mo st of the time the ear l y peddler was working in a sel l e r's
ma rket.

He wa s se lling t o a peo pl e who were ea ger to add the slightest

luxuri es to their meager possessions.
t o resist some sma ll nic e t y or t oy .

Backwoods se ttle rs found it hard
By early March the out of the way

fam ili es were on the lo okout for the man with his pack on his back or a
wagon fil l ed wit h the luxur ies and tr ea sures of the world.

No doubt

then, l ike t oday, the fami l y made a list of things they were in need of
so whe n the itine rant came thr ough the y would no t forg e t the dozen
bu tt ons, some n eedles, a tin pan, jackknife or some other it em they
want ed .

The itinerant would drive up to a house and ad dr ess the lady in some
s uch manner.
f lints ?

11

Ma dam ar e you in nee d of any pocket sawmills ?

Bas swood hams?

bunghole s ?

Wooden nutmeg s?

Cali co hog trough ?"

1

Whit e oak cheeses?

Horngun
Tin

Hopeful ly gaining a smile fr om the

l ady he proce ed ed to explain what he r eally had:

Tinware, mats, glassware,

brooms, washboards , clothe spins, r oll ing pins, paddy ir ons , and k e ttl es.

~right, 22.
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Most everywhere he cal l ed, he was a welcome visitor.
their work,

chores ~

from the fie lds.

Housewives stopped

ceased, and if the men we r e close, they came in

People gathered around.

Slowly he laid out his st ock .

If he had a wa gon he opened the doors which protected his goods from t he
weather.

Should he be a trunk peddler, he ope ned his trunks and dis-

played his goods .
packed again .

Maybe only a t e n cent sale was made.

Then he s l ow l y

Pins were s lipped inside a l a rge r item, combs and butt on s

were pack ed in ho ll ow conta ine r s, small items pl aced in l ar ger, until

the large st were packed in the trunk and covered.
back and headed for th e ne xt house.

He hoist ed them on hi s

Howeve r, if it was cl ose to meal-

time he was in no hurry t o leave.
The packs we re o f two mai n t y pes :

one, a tin foot-l ocker t ype

af fai r, and th e other a sack made from a strong material called "ticking."

When i t rained th e cloth sacks wer e covered wit h an oil cloth.

Later

l e athe r packs wer e us ed and even later they were tied t o the backs of
horses.

Many t imes , oddly e nough, the more he sold the hea v i e r his pack

bec ame.

He picke d up grain, f urs, honey or homemade items which he

exc hanged for his war es .

These had t o be carri ed back t o his home-base

and traded for money or a n ew suppl y.

This second aspect of hi s trad ing

a l so greatly determined his f inal prof it.

The ques tion may be asked, how did he ever make it pay?
general rule th ey did no t get rich .

As a

Some worked up to a wagon, then t o

a building and s ome eventually ga ined thei r wealth in that manner.
ped dler did not need much mone y.

The

He ate and slept as cheap ly as possible .

If the trunk was worth $20 and he sold that much for 200 perc ent in a
two week pe ri od , he wa s making good wages f or those days.

Remember he
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slept in barn s or wa s invited to s pend the night.
v e ry ine xpensiv e or ev en free.

Hearty meals were

His ove rhead was low, his mark-up hi gh,

and ev e n small wages in e arl y times were good.
He car ri ed news, good and

stories.

bad~

He c arr ied go s s i p, scandal and

Oh, the stories he cou l d t e ll!

The experienc es he had!

knew which areas were fil ling up with civilization.

still unset tl ed.

He knew which wer e

He knew th e best route t o trav e l, the best ford.

knew th e Ind ian trails, the best roads , the worst ones.
a family locate a sister, brother, son or daughter.
country fo lk in t ouch with their young country.
war, of peace, of elections and defeats .
mi l es around:

He

He

Oft en he helped

He kept the isolat ed

He brought the new s of

He could t e ll the news for

what happen ed on the ridge or down in the valley.

He

acted as newspaper, magazine, radio, t e l evision , and moving pictures.
He enter ta ine d not onl y with s t ori e s
instrument .

bu~

with song, danc e or musical

He surveye d the possibilities of various r e gions and upon

r eturning home reported his findings.

He was a scout for that great

mi grati on we stward and southward of the hardy New England stock.
As the years passed, the type of man who t ook to peddling changed
cons id e ra b ly.

Fr om r eckless , young f e ll ows of the beginning (youths

ca pabl e of f inding their own way and taking car e of themselves in the
wi lderness ), peddling sli pped into the hands of older men as the roads
became safer and the wilde rness l ess fearsome.
11

Go ing Peddling" was an

o pp o rtunity~

There were many reasons for

peddling and one was that it was an opportunity.
cou ld be l e arned in a few rounds.

For as little as $20 to $30 in cash

one c ould buy en ough stock and be in business.
across the nat ion.

The experience needed

The market was expanding

Aft e r a few years many l eft the pr ofe ssion and set
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thems e lves up in a more settled business.

Many a merchant began his

career packing a miniature store on his back or having one contained in

the back of his wagon.

Some of our great department and chain stores

had their beginning in just such a manner.

Where there was a town merchant, the peddler was his biggest competit or, but in some areas the peddler took on a wholesale function .
Many merchants made an annual or semi -annual stock buying trip to the big
city .

At times in between, his stock ran l ow and if boat or train

facilities didn't restock his supplies, he forfeited some sales.
is where the who l esa l e peddler came in.

This

Henr y W. Carter of Vermont did

a huge business with his teams and wagons, shipping goods to out of the
way merchants .

Mr . Carte r's activities fell under this title because he

peddled directly to the merchant.

He did not have orders to fill but

took a chance on unloading his merchandise much the same way an itinerant

did.

This peddling to establis hed merchants was very profitable.

It is

recorded that one of Carter's many big t eams and wagons disposed of
$11,000 worth of watches in seven weeks. 1

At the close of summer these

lar ge wagons headed back to the big warehouses for restocking.
Wherever migration took place, the trav eling itinerant followed at
its heels.

Whether t o the Appalachians, the Ohio and Mississippi valleys,

the Northwest Territory, Deep South, California, Oregon or Mormon Trails,

peddlers took advantage of the new markets.

In many instances, pedding

was the means of supporting migrating settlers to new homes.

Both young

and old, these peddlers played an unforgettable role in widening our

~right,

85.
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frontiers and were the first strains of the commercial move westward.

In the beginning he was one of the few but major means for distributing manufactured goods.

The era called for that type of distribution

because of poor postal service, homes miles apart, distant fron tiers

meager l y settle d , and poor transportation.
itinerant fit in very well.

With these lacking, the

It was his services which caused many a

manufacturing conce rn to begin, grow and become a big business.

For

years the peddler was the direct go between, between the manufacturer and
the buyer.

He was th e middleman.

Often in the early manufacturing

history of the U. S. he carried new ideas and suggestions for improvement
for an article from the purchaser back to the buyer.

The Stanley Tool

and Hardware Company got many ideas in this manner.
As mentioned, many of our well-known department stores in various

sections of our country were established by the peddler.

These were

mainly of Jewish descent.

These were the Jews who migrated from Russia

and Poland in the 1880's.

Many were local vendors rathe r than those who

spent weeks and mont hs on the open road l ike the early peddlers and the
German Jew.

The German Jew hit the road while the Polish and Russian

Jew became a push-cart peddler an d later a merchant in his own area.

1

The peddl ing shift ed from the Yankee to the Jew, but for years and even
today goods are still manufactured by many companies founded years ago
a nd fostered by peddling.

The peddling school of "hard knocks" trained

man y for d iffe r ent kinds of businesses lat er .

colleges or schools of business.

1
Wright, 92.

There were no business

Today college is usually the background
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for our businessmen but in years past the school of the ope n road trained
many.

" The peddler's salesmanship and physical endurance kept alive the
first stirr ings of our industrial economy .

He has gone now, but for two

hundre d years he was an important man among men e ngaged in important
affairs."

1

Exce pt for a few di s hones t pedd lers they s e rved a very useful purpos e.

I mporters and manufacturers depended upon him as an outlet for a

lar ge portion of their goo ds.

Several million people r e lied on thes e

wandering merchants to bring them the goods they were in such need of
and to carry off their excess.

This army of peddlers was a primitive but

effective wa y of e a rly business.
Pioneer sett l er s in many a new area wer e interest ed only in the
bare necessities of life and exis t e nce.
one think about o the r goods and luxuries.
came in.

Only when th ese are met does
This is whe r e the itine rant

Many necessities, goods, and services just above the bare

necessities were brought in by this lonely traveler .

Combs, buttons,

jewe lry, pins, shoelaces, Jew's Harps, knives, woodenware, piec e goods

and books are on l y a few of the items distributed by the itinerant
merchant and empi r e builder of the past.

Lat e r carpet slippers, razors,

snuf f -boxe s, tobacco, spectacles, and hair and clothes brushes appeared.

By 1830 th e stock grew so large that many were f orced to take to wagons,
actually becoming miniature departmen t stores on the road,

As the young nation grew so also did the number of peddlers who
took to the road.

Around 1830 Meriden, Connecticut had no less than forty

1Penrose Scull, "Pack-Road to Ye sterd a y," American Heritage, VII
(April, 1956), 60.
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peddlers out at one time and Hartford (of the same state) had as many as
sixty.

1

One authorit y states th a t in 1850 there were 10,669 peddlers
By 1860 they were es timated to number almost 17,000. 2

in the field.

Another authority claims that in 1860 there were 16,594 peddlers in the
United States. 3

Between 1850 and 1920 a quarter of a milli on Jewish

men alone had been peddlers. 4
Naturally as the number of peddlers gr ew , legislation and laws
agains t him arose.

Here the itinerant met with opposition.

Connecticut

merchantmen claimed they paid taxes and peddlers should be expected to
do the same.

Many merchants tried their best to keep itinerants out of

th e ir area.

This was done by a l ocal tax, fee, or outright legislation

against them.

It seems that the pressure against the ped dler was constant.

As far back as 1717 Connecticut plac ed a twenty schilling fee on all
goods peddled in that town. 5
lic ense s .

New York State in 1841 issued 302 peddlers'

Of these 227 went to trunk peddl ers at $20 each and 71 went

to horseback peddlers.
more is not known.

6

The latter were charged a little more but how much

At times a bond was eve n r equired besides the license.

1
J. R. Dolan, The Yankee Peddlers of Early America (New York:
Bramhall House, 1964), 73 .
2Ibid., 231.

York :

3Fred M. Jones, "Peddlers," Dictionary of American History (New
Charles Scribner's and Sons), IV, 238.

4Harr y Golden, Forgotten Pioneer (Cleveland and New York:
World Publishing Company, 1963), 20.
5wrigh t, 89.
6Dolan, 232.
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This kept the itinerant on good honest behavior.
A story is told of one peddler who duly secured
his lic ense but did not have it displayed. Sensing a
possible shakedown or at least some fun at the expense

of the peddler, a local constable approached him just as
he arrive d at the tavern, bargained with him for several

minutes for a barlow knife and finally paid him a dollar
for it. He then demanded that the peddler produce his
license, never dreaming the man had one.

Of cours e the

peddler whipped out the license and we can imagine the
face of the law. But now the constable was poorer by
$1.00 and the owner of a knife he did not want. So,
after somewhat recovering from his embarrassment he

offered t o sell it back to the peddler for half a
dollar. This the gentleman of the road promptly
accepted. Thus at that moment the peddl e r was fifty
cents ahead on the whole transaction.

But not satis-

fied with that he made further demands on the law
of ficer bec ause he~ the constable, ~a~ l~elling goods
without a license~Jl
States and provinces alike passed laws against the peddler and many
town merchants supported them.

But of the research work done it does

not really seem to have been a great burden to the peddler.

If th e .person

was a local vendor he purchased his license and it lasted him as l ong
as the local merchant's license .

If he were a traveler he hit mostly

small towns and sparsely settled areas.
quickly on his wa y.

Often he hit a town and was

It seems that many town ordinances we re not enforced.

The peddler served an area and during a period of time which wa s
uniqu e.

Transportation was very slow compared with present standards.

Communication was by slow post riders or word of mouth.

Food preserva-

tion, packaging and mass transportation were yet to be born.
time for peddle rs.

It was probably the only way commercial activity

could e ndure, other than the farmer-to-market method.

1

It was a

Dolan, 232-233.
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Along with the cry of the farmers was the cry of the peddler for
be tter roads.

Better roads meant more and larger wagons.

meant more goods being taken farther inland.
meant greater volume in manufacturing.

went West.

Larger wagons

The expanding markets

With better roads more people

As people moved West, towns sprang up, stores took the ped-

dler's business, exce pt in the more out of the way pl aces.

With this,

the peddlers move d still far ther West and opened up more trails and
roads.

In the lat e 1700's short ly af ter the birth of our nation, both the
government and private companies began road building.

In the South large

s l ow running rivers were utilized but in the North the rivers were too

swift and it was just a short distance to the fall line .
ment began earlier in the North.

Private companies sprang up over night,

s e lling stock for a new sec tion of a national road.
payed handsome dividends.

So road develop-

Stock holders were

It might be of interest here to know where

the word turnpike comes from and how our expressways were named that.

A post was placed on each side of the road.

A long cross-arm was attached

so it swung over the road from eac h post and touched near the middle of
the road.

A l arge pike (or spike) was placed in the end of the cross-

arm making a fairly formidable blockade.

Only wh en the fee was paid

was the pike turn ed out of the way to l et the team and wagon pass.

Thus

the word turnpike.
Gradua lly canals were constructed.

floate d inland.

Large amounts of goods were

Mule -pulled barges gave way to river steamers.

Dusty,

rough roads gradually gave way to a ribbon of steel wh ere it was laid.
The farther th e railroads went, the farther the peddler went and the
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cl oser civilization pushed at his heels.

As the cities grew lar ge, a

different type of peddler came into existence .

The new peddler was a

l ocal vendor, one who sold his wares or services in the day and returned
to his home each evening.

Better roads, canals, and eventual l y the railroad took the city to
the farmers and brought the farmers to the city.
the pedd l er was crying for was also his downfall.
and long distance pedd ling was vanishing.

The better r oads which
The need for big l oad s

Towards the end, and this is

true of Cache Valley, the ma in items peddled were unique .
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CHAPTER III
GOODS AND SERVICES

To more fully understand the Yankee Peddler, one should know the
goods and s ervices he rendered.

What type of goods were available?

What did they buy that were not necessities?

able?

What "notions" were avail-

What did one do when their eyesight became bad or the ir teeth

were in poor condition?
leisure time?

What did peopl e do in their small amounts of

What did they do for entertainment?
Cloth and Weavers

In the civilized wor ld one of man's goals is to dress himself com-

fortab l y and respectfully, and in many area s clothing was brought to the
door only by the peddlers.
From early colonial times well into the 19th Century, a great deal
of the frontierman 's clothes came f r om the family loom.

Most of the

cloth was a coarse wool or a mixture ca ll ed Lindsey-Woolsey.

part woo l and part linen.
comfortable .

This was

This of course was durable but not the most

Housewives de prived of so many niceties craved the new

store calicoes, gingham s and lace .

Many a woman was appeas ed or her

troubles partially soothed by either a new dress or the material with
which t o make one.

Shawls were also a pri zed possession, especially

for the gent ee l woman of the early colonial era.

Even such a small

luxury as inexpensive lac e brought much pride and satisfacti on to wives
with such few luxuries.

Often the lady of the house bought a whole bo lt,
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especia ll y if it was a sale piece.

The mother, dau ghter, sons, a nd

even the father may show up shortly after all with dresses or shirts
from the same materi al.

Of the many articles c arried, es pecially by the trunk peddler,
along wit h toil e t wat ers, mirr ors, spices , nos trums , t ea or coffee, little

bits of lac e, ribbon or cloth brough t the biggest pr of its .

1

Home tatting,

corcheting or embroidery were often done and use for barter in obtaining

peddled goods .

These were g ladly given up for some store lace or bright

colored silk ribbon.
Like today there were women then who did not l ike to, did not have
the time, or didn't know how to sew.
entry here.

The itinerant tailor made his

It is claimed t hat he was much more c ommon in the North

than in the South. 2

Probably beca use most of the Southern gentlemen

sent to England to have their clothes tailormade the r e , and those not of
the gentee l class mad e their own.

In the No rth the tail or who ped dl ed

his services se emed to have done quit e well.

In 1700 the journeyman
3
tai l or made t we l ve schillings a week plus food.
In time he began ca rry-

ing a few yar ds of cloth with him, r at her than relying en tir ely upon the
household, then to car rying a few bolts of material and o ther it ems
necess a ry to f in ish a dress comp l e t ely with l ace, butt ons and all.
famous Br ooks Bro thers Clothing of New York began in this way. 4

1
2

scu 11, 60.

Dolan, 117 .

3
wright, 104-106.
4

Do l an, 117.

The
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Jim "Jubilee" Fisk made hi s first money peddling paisley shaw ls.
He had a head for business l ong before he went into the rail roads .
of his itinerant partners would go on ahead t o a small community.

he would seek out a pretty and well-known woman.

One
There

He presented her with

a paisley shawl, and asked her to faithfully wear it to church the follow-

ing Sunday.
town.

As soon as Sunday had passed, Fisk and partner appeare d in

Their carriage l oa d of shawls sold quickly to the other women of

the town. 1

From this Fisk moved on to his railroad career.

Of all the home industries, probably the greatest was the making of
cloth .

Colonial housewives spent much of their time making cloth for

the family ' s clothes, so when it could be afforded they were happy to
invite the itinerant weaver in.
wove, and dyed her own J;..rool.

The average farm wife carded, spun,

The dye tub was a regular feature of the

big colonial kitchen a nd the indi go peddler made his r egular visits to
supply dye for the popular blue that tint ed so many of the clothes and
bed covers in

tha ~

early period.

Indigo was the most common l y us ed dye .

This produced from a dark blue down to a light blue with a ll th e shades
in between.

(This may be why Washington ' s army choose blue for its

dominant color.)

The s hade of blue depended on the amount of indigo

used and the length of time the cloth was soaked.

Indigo was raised in

the South and sent North where th e peddlers picked it up and distributed
it .

As stated most of the cloth was woven in the home on the family lo om.
Itinerants of the weaving trade also us ed the fami l y loom; however, a few

\vright, 62.
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haul ed their own in a wagon.

Up to 1800, looms were im ported, but after

this time they were mad e in this count r y and large numbers were peddled.
Rag rugs were also ped dled.

Many a weaver gathered small bits of

cloth and rags on their journeys; with these he made colorful hand - made
rag rugs which he peddled on the side.
American-made cotton goods, silk ribbons, handkerchiefs, garters,

a nd suspenders began to show up around 1800.
New Eng land and Philadelphia.

Most of these came from

New England was the great textile center

of the new nation and since it was also the birthplace of the "Damn

Yankee," i t was ve ry natural for the peddler to quickly add these U. S .
mad e products to his list.
The hat peddlers should be mentioned .

Hat makers and manufacturers

hired itinerants to dispos e of their products.
t owns it was different.

Where there was enough population, clothing and

hat stores fi lled the need.

But in the less populated and scattered

r eg ions the peddler was the supp lie r.
became popular .

In the larger cities or

Around 1800 women's straw bonnets

These and most hats were sold along with the peddler's

general stock.
Tinware, Metal Goods, and Miscellaneous
In early colonial America most everyday-ware was wooden.

were turned or whittled out of hardwood.

The wood for making this

wood en -ware was commonly called "dish-timber."
made a whole "nest" of bowls.

molds were all made from wood .

1
nolan, 121.

These

A big chunk of hardwood

Bowls, cups, saucers, skimmers and butter

Tubs, pails, dumb-bettys, keelers,

1
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piggins and similar items were made and peddled throughout the settled
areas.

Later, pewter was used in larg e amounts but was quit e expensive

for common use.

It was soft and had to be handled carefully so as not

to bend or break it.

If l ef t too near the fire it melted or cracked.

In 1738 two Irishmen, William and Edgar Pattison, settled in Berlin,
1

Connecticut and started a new trade, tinwar e .

from England and demanded high prices.

Tinware to that time carne

The Pattisons import ed sheet tin

from England and began working it into cooking utensils.

They did their

work at their home and when they had built up a stock they peddled it
locally in Berlin.

They had immediate success with the new bright shining

utensils as compared to th e dull, drab, dented pewter.

In fact, the

industry grew so fast and became so lucr ative, both apprentices and

peddlers had to be hired.
shiny new tinware .

Soon other Berl iners took to manufacturing the

Just before 1850, at the height of the tinware indus-

try, Berline, Connecticut cons umed 10,000 boxes of sheet tin annua lly .

2

Tinware was packed in large trunks weighing about fifty pounds when
fil led.

Two of these packs were placed on the peddler's back.

packs were slung on horses.

Lat er ,

After 1790, when the nation began its turn -

pike mania, the peddlers moved up to wagons.

By 1820, five tinsmiths in

the plant could keep twenty-five peddlers supplied.

Deep into the South

they went and north into Canada; often their routes were as long as 1, 200
to 1,500 miles.

Large wagon loads of tinware often held a value of one

to two thousand dollars, and weighed as much as two ton.

1

nolan, 144 .

~right, 72.
3

Ibid . , 73.

3

Ti nsmiths
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were sent to cities where the peddler would later show up.

Here the tin-

smith set up shop wi th a supply to restock the itinerant as he passed
through.

Later some tinware was painted or var nished.

Small items such

as pins, needles, scissors, combs, buttons, children's books, and

cotton - s tuf fs were add ed to the tin peddler's wagon.

'' It was the tin

peddler who was to be known as the original Yankee Peddler ."

1

For a full

150 years, tinware was th e number one item carried by th e Yankee Peddler.
What a difference!
teflon or glassware.

gift than tinware.

Today we have our stainless st ee l, aluminum,

But in th ose days there was never a more welcomed

Many brides were very happy and proud with tinware

gif t s of cups, pans, kettles or maybe a dishpan.
For many years during th e colonial peri od and after people were
fond of brass.

Brass was mainly for f ire screens or candlesticks but

later old brass items were picked up by peddlers and taken home to be
made into clocks, bells, lamps, and a very popular item, brass buttons.
In early days , pastures were not all fenced in as today, and farmers
purchased brass cow bells from the passing itinerant.

The y were also

used for school bells and sleigh be lls.
Iron goods such as cast iron pots, fireplace irons, iron cranes,

(which the big pots hung on) , griddles, pokers, long iron fo rks and the
age old iron skillet were also items hawked by the itinerant.
Knives, the indi spensable item for centuries, were a treasured item.

Befo r e the 18th Century, none were the f o lding type but by the 1700's the
folding pocket knife was invented and added to the peddl er's long list of
items.

Even the sma ll penknife which was us ed for r etrimming the quill

1
wright

74 .
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pen, was a main item in his trunk or wagon.

Most cutl ery sold in this

country up t o about 1832 was imported from England.

In 1832 a small

place in Maine began producing cutlery which was peddled.

1

Pottery, as fragile as it is, was carried by itinerants.

Up until

1755, all pottery used in this country had been imported from Eng land .
Huge amounts of enameled earthenwar e we r e imported from Holland also.

But by the end of the 18th Centur y , many potteries sprang up along the
Atlantic seaboard and wer e turning out crude stoneware.

By 1825 some

porcelain was turned out in Jersey City and Philadelphia but this grad ually moved to Trenton, which is still the center of this industry today.
The pott e ry included milkpans, bowls, cide r jugs, and crocks.

2

From the

1850's on, China figurines of ladies, hi ghly colored canari es and parrots,

vases, dogs and other animals were peddled .
aft~r

t oday as collector's items.

Many of these are sought

The Ge rmans of Pennsylvania as early

as the 1720's produced a pottery both for l ocal use and commercial sale.
Even some Italian peddlers hawked plaster cas ts of famous masterpi eces

and statu et tes throughout New York, Philadelphia and the surrounding
countryside.
The first basket - makers were no doubt redmen.

These natives had

different designs and materials according t o their l ocale.

A Mo rri son,

from Tennessee, peddled th em as far South as Atlanta, Georgia. 3
also carried a line of baske ts.

Indian s.

3

Brooms also came dir ect l y f r om the

These were peddled by the Indians for 8d to 9d apiece, but later

lwright, 48.
2

Gypsies

Ibid., 59.
Ibid., 62 .
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the c olonists made their own brooms or had them imported from the Moth e r
Cou ntry .

By 1819 Hampshir e County, Massachuse tts was producing 70,000

b r ooms a year;

even though many farmers planted their own br oom corn

and made their own.

Gradually the tin peddler added brooms t o his stock

and carried them in large bundles on his wagon.
Bro om s, plated silver, baskets, razors, and even window glass was
delivered right t o the front door by itinerants.

The window glass came

on l y in small panes becaus e in th ose days they were blown by a glass
b l ower.

After the r oads and canals were developed, the greased " glazed "

paper gave wa y to glass panes.

Before 1800 there was little window

glass peddled because it was t oo heavy for a trunk on a back.
Following the revoluti onary invention of the Benjamin Franklin stove
many stove factories sprang up and immediately peddlers took t o th e
frontier with wagon l oads.
by a wagon.

2

As many as twenty - five stoves could be hauled

Peddlers of t en set the stoves up in a local tavern for all

who came in to stand around and see how they really worked.

(At times

prospective buyers were afraid the stove poisoned the air.)
From about 1825 on, aft e r a more efficient cast iron pl ow had been
invented, many a peddler with his big teams and wagon began distributing
th e new farm implement throughout the U. S.
inve nt ed they were added to his wagon.

As new farm implements were

True, most general stores carried

th ese farm goods, but if the imp l ements were delivered right to the d oor,
the farmer bought rathe r than make a ten or twenty mile trip to town.

1

Wrigh t, 63.

2

oolan, 155 .
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Bulky items were carried such as washing machines, corn - she llers,
winnowing machines, spinning wheels, looms, orga ns, well pumps, plows and
even furniture.

The peddler might specialize in one item and nothing

else .

There was peddling of wagons and carriages.
almost any main route.
by a big team.

They cou ld be seen on

A dozen or more vehicles tied toget her and pulled

Hors es, mu l es and oxen were sold in the same manner.

"Store boats " became common on the big rivers .

1

They pulled up to

the bank of the river and gave a blast f r om a horn or whistle announcing
their arrival .

The settlers went down t o the itinerant boat and often

did what we today ca 11 " s hopped ."
borate and sold most eve rything.

Many of these boats became ve ry e la-

2

In the early 19th Century animal husbandry began showing faint signs
of progress.

It became fairly common for a man with a great stallion

to follow the road.

Sometimes the stallion might be in a four-wheeled

wagon, being pulled by a pair of mules.

He wou ld stop at a farm hous e

and bargain until a pric e was decided upon .

fine stallion might make a good living.

An owner of an excep tionally

This was also done with fine

bulls.
Clocks
Up until 1800, most cl ocks in the U. S. were imp orted from Great
Britain.

They were rec eived in the parts stage, and ass embl ed here by

watch-makers.

These were mainly th e tal l grandfather clocks.

1
Dolan, 67.
2

Ibid., 79 .

A
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Connecticut Yankee, Eli Terry, conceived the idea of reducing the size

of the clock so that it cou l d be set on a she lf or mantel.

In 1793 he

began his business, cutting the part s from hardwood and finishing them

with a file.

Twice a year he left home with his clocks and peddled to

the west as far as the Hudson.
dollars each.
expensive.

1

The clocks sold from twenty to forty

These did not sel l well however because they were too

About 1810 he sold ou t to Silas Hoadly and Seth Thomas.

Shortly after he opened his own shop.

Like Eli Whitney and his mass

production in guns, Eli Terry began mass production of clocks.

of businessmen in Waterbury, Connecticut backed Mr. Terry.

A number

They bought

a mill on a stream, bought machinery and began to lay out 500 clocks at
one time.

Some claim he made 4,000 c l ocks his first years.

production clocks sold for $15 apiece.

These mass

By 1852 it is said Eli could

stand at his window and see eight t o ten wagons at a t ime loading with

his clocks for peddling only. 2
By 1837 brass had become cheap e nough so that Chauncey Jerome,
who had worked with Eli Terry, began stamping clock parts out of sheet
brass with machinery.

The finished brass parts for a one day clock sold

for five or six dollars.

By 1840 one hundred thousand clocks were put

out a year and became a regular part of the peddler's stock. 3
c l oc ks however was very difficult.

Peddling

More often than not, a clock was a

sign of pres tige in the community and if th e Joneses bought one, naturally
to keep up with them, the neighbor had to buy one also.

l

Wright, 78 - 79.

2

oolan, 163.

3
wright, 79-80.

Even the poor
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fel t a c e rtain advantag e t o owning a c l ock.
A no t e pa yabl e was a c ommon way t o purchas e a cl ock .

In fact , by

t he 18 30' s th i s practic e was s o common that men went into busine ss just

c o ll e cting on the not e s payabl e .

Co llis Huntington started his financial

care e r as a bill collector for cl ocks which were distributed by the ped dlers.1

Most clocks were sold on a trial basis and paid for wh e n the

pe ddler came that wa y again.

At times customers gave their not e f or a

c lock and the note proved worthl e ss, showing that some peddlers we r e no t

t he onl y dishonest people in those days.

(Honesty of peddlers will be

bro ught out in more de tail lat e r in this chapter . )
Clocks were purchas e d by bart e ring pigs, salt pork, hams, or dried
be ans .

Some clock peddlers who trav e l e d through the South traded for

mul e s which they drove north and s o ld, thus making a handsome profit.
For ne arly a c e ntury the clock business was dominated by th e Yankee
Pe ddl e r.

Some became clock tinke rs , re pairing them as they went .

The first American c ombs we r e crud e wooden affairs whittled with a
knif e.

Th e making of the se be gan at Leominster, Massachusetts, was

fath e r ed by the peddling system and is still centered in that same town.
Enock Noyes began making horn combs with primitive machinery there in

1759.

So fast did his business pr o sper that neighbors, mostly farme rs,

took i t up.

Today Leominster i s th e c e ntre of the world's horn comb

1
silvio A. Bedini, " On Time -- The Yankee Clock Pedlar," Hobbies,
LX (February, 1956), 40.
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industry .

1

From that sma ll town and other sma ll er facto ri es in Philad e l phia
and Connecticut came t he comb supply fo r th e trunk peddler.
and horn combs began to fill the comb demand.
made an instant success with the Negro pe ople.
combs made kinky hair straigh t.

Wood, brass,

The shiny brass combs
Peddl ers told them brass

Older ladies were t o ld br ass combs re-

stored the natural beaut y and color of grey hair.

It is claimed these

o l d fairy tal es still ex ist in some parts of th e South today.
A side line from th e horn comb industry was bone b utt ons.

2
Lat e r

pewt e r , brass and silv er buttons we r e manufactured, all of which were

peddled .

Original l y, buttons slipp ed throug h loops rathe r than through

the c l oth as they do t oday .

The ea rly coloni s ts, like ourselves , not

on l y used buttons for utility but for decor at i on .

Buttons were worn all

ove r the suit o f clothing a nd were grea tl y admired.
a boon to th e pe ddler ' s button business.

This, of course, was

I n fact, our t e rm "dough boys"

come s from t he buttons wor n on soldier's uni fo rms.

white butt ons were mad e f r om white bone.

The large, r o und,

Thes e buttons resembled large

balls of doug h o n the uni fo rm, he nce, "dough boys ."

3

One of the most pop ular type of buttons were brass.
was co ll ected by the wand e ring peddler.

Scrap brass

Enough collect ed, the scrap

bras s was hammere d flat, then cut into all sizes and shapes of butt ons
wi th dies and punc hes.

These were not as po pular as th e shiny brass

bu tt ons from England but the pedd l e rs had little trouble selling their own

~right, 42-43.
2
oo l an, 169 .
3

1 b_~.'

170.
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creations.

These and the e arlie r brass ornamen ts were hawked in the U. S.

wherever th e itinerant trav e rs e d.

They sold we ll and carried a high

mark-up.
To many , j ewelry was a luxur y.
was rare.

In primitive New England, jewe lry

Later in the early 1700 ' s rings, gold necklac es, lockets,

gold sl eeve buttons and earrings became popular.

They became popular

in spite of the preacher's words against such evil and sinful things.

A cheaper line of breastpins, rings, earrings and pinchbeck

1

always

appeared in the peddler's trunk.
Today pins and needles ar e a common place, but in the past centuries this was not so.

In fact, pins were so expensive that they we re

given as gifts for birthdays, weddings and anniversaries.

If a littl e

money was set aside to buy pins next time the peddler came around, it
was known as "Pin money."

This t e rm is still with us today.

peddled by the tons in America. 2

from Eng land.

These were

Pins were, for a long time, imported

At first the y came in a l oose lot wrapped in paper .

By

1 744, the y were in boxes and by the 1780's they were arranged in rows
on a sheet of paper much like we buy them today.
che ap.

These pins were not

The revolutionary pric e was seven shillings sixpence a dozen .

Rhode Island tried making brass wire into pins but failed.

The industry

did not really begin until abo ut 1831 when they we r e successfully made
in Connectic ut by a machine invent ed the same year.

After this most pins

1
Pinchbeck: this was a c heaper jewelry made from a soft material.
This material was stamped, pressed and s o ldered together, then thinly
washed with go ld.

Dolan, 176.
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carried by peddle rs were from Connecticut.

l

Spectacles were sold for over a century in this country by peddlers.
Almost all g la sses sold before the Civil War we re import ed from Germany.
Most eye failure is fai l ure to see things close up and of course to

remedy this, one needs glasses which magnify.

Glasses came in five

strengths of magnification, one to five, one being the weakest.

2

The

cus tomer tried on the spectacles until he found the desired strength and
made a purchase.

Peddling of foods and perishable commodities was performed on a
local basis .
goods.

Peddlers could not travel far for fear of the loss of their

Those who peddl ed perishables were known as local vendors and

will be mentioned later.

In the early years the only foodstuffs carried

by the peddlers were spices, sa lt and sugar.

Later hugh quantities of

rum came out of New England and sold for abou t two shillings a gallon.
Around 1750 as tea and coffee were introduc ed , many peddl e rs filled their
packs for the fast growing popular hot drinks.

The coffee was purchased

for about four cen ts a pound in fifty pound bags, and sold for eight to
ten cents a pound many miles in land.

The coffee was green and had to be

roasted and ground by a member of the household.

~right,
2
3

45-46.

Dolan, 179.

Dolan, 259 .
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Some crude cane sugar, honey and map le sugar was peddled.
amounts of salt were als o us e d , mainly for preserving foods.

Hu ge
Pepp er,

nutmeg, cloves and ginger were the most common spices peddled and the
most valuable.

A and P (Great Atlantic and Pacific Tea Company) pr o-

ducts were sold door to door throughout the settled areas of the United
States and were the foundation for the great chain of A and P Supe rmarkets
which are pr e sently found a ll ove r the U. S.
From 1800 on, oysters and fish were peddled throughout New England.
The oysters were packed in keg s, s lid into saddle bags and carried by
horseback to the interior.

from the coast.

Later wagons were l oaded and taken inland

While the loads of fish were usuall y sold for cash,

many times they received in trade such merchandise as butter, che e se,
pork: and brooms.
Even though most farmers did their own butchering, the itinerant
butcher was known in the early days.

Autumn was the most favor able time

t o ma ke his rounds and the attic or smoke house would be filled with hams,

sausages, corned beef and pork.

Ofte n he bartered for the fats and tallow

which he made into candles and peddled.

Doctors, Nostrums, Medicines and Dentists

Since graduates of med ical schools were unheard of, almost anyone

could become a doctor.

Quite often it was a hobby or part time j ob.

One might be a storekeep er, a school t e acher or public servant and after

his day ' s work, claim to be a doctor.

Peddlers of nostrums e nded up

with the title of "doctor. 11
The back country traveling doctor was in many cases more ignorant

than his city colleagues but performed his duties to the best of his
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ability.

He carried a store of remedies and a bag with a few rusty

surgical instruments.

He was prepared to pull teeth, remove bullets,

set legs (if not broken too badly), or amputate.

It was not until the

middle of the 18th Century that doctors began aiding in child de livery,
which before that time was considered an impr oper acitivity for a man .

Some physicians also served as pharmacists, made their own drugs
and carried them about in their saddle bags.

as

11

my pills," or "my syrup. "

great faith in their medicine .
medicine was administered.

His medicines were known

While there were many frauds, others had

Suppose a person had an ailment.

A

If the patient was relieved or recovered,

natura ll y the itinerant fe lt it wa s his doings and his fait h in his own
medicine was greatly strengthened.
and t he medicine sh ow.

From this grew the famous medicineman

Under gaso line torches, wearing f lashy clothes

and a silk hat, the traveling medicine man pushed his wares .

11

Ghastly

and ineffective as their remedies may have been, they probably brought
some comfort into the lives of rural people, and if only through th eir
inadequacy, paved the way for progress."

1

A few of the medicines peddled were Sourdock Ointment for the itch,
Poultices of Everlasting, Mullein for th e bowels, and Blackberry Root
for dysentery.

Ward's Anodyne Pearls were worn on the baby ' s neck both

as a necklace and a t eether .

Bezoar Stone was for curing snakebites,

Bateman's Pectoral Dr ops for colds, Seneca Snake Root and Duffy's Elixir
for other ailments.

Turlington's Original Balsam was guaran t eed to cure

at least fifty-one specific diseases.

1

Dol an, 208.

A brand of Brandreth's Pills claimed
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it could cu r e a cold, cough, consumption, asthma , rheumati sm, pleurisy,
typhus, ague, cramps, whooping cough, measles, scarl e t feve r or smallpox.

Of t en thes e wer e pur c ha sed in quantities by the peddl e r and sold und e r
their own name.
Some medicineme n claimed their preparations cured c an cer, toothache,
go ut, lab or pa ins and even snake bit e .

numbers, particu larly in t he South .

1

Quassia cups were sold in lar ge

These were about the size of coffee

cups and turned ou t of a dark - colored tr opica l wood.

The water would

absorb some healing pa t en t s f r om the wood which became the medicine.
This was mainly fo r kidney trouble and of course if the cup were filled
e nough , th e inc r eased wa t e r intake pr ove d be nef icial t o th e patient.

A Mr s. Sibylla Mas t ers of Philad elp hia was making "tuscarora rice."
She had it gr ound from Indian corn at a nea rby mill and sold it as a
sure-cure for consumption.

This "medicine" found its way into peddler's

pack s . 2
The wandering herb doct or car ried , a long with other patent me dicines,
sassafr as, bergamont, wormwood, rhubarb and sweet basil.

Up until the

1900' s many of these could still be heard crying out the ir wares.
The essence peddler filled his trunk wi th peppermint, be rgamont,
wintergreen ex tracts and bitter.

These were mixed with l oca l homemad e

liquors a nd were in great demand, bec ause the y soothed and brought comfort
just from the alcohol content.
and they sold we ll.

1

Do la n, 201.

Wri g h t , 120.

This factor made the medicines popular

Patien ts go t the ir alcohol under the pretense that
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it was medicine.

I t was us ed both as remedies and antidot es .

Some peddlers along with th eir medicines and remedies, carried a
tin trunk of dry goods, combs, jewe lry and other small articles.

Some

carried as little a s a basket-full whi l e others went out with wagon
loads.
Just as the tin peddler became a tinker, the clock pedd l er a r e pairer of c l ocks, the hawkers of medicines built up a reputation o f
medical knowhow and more often than no t, became a

11

doctor. 11

Be fore 1830 most dentists were itine rants, many being only tinkers,
or handymen.

Sometimes the clock-maker, the barber, the ivory turner,

or wig-maker was the dentist.

Ar tificial t ee th we re made by i tinerants.

Hippopotamus ivory was used for false teeth and men who had had many
t ee th extracted wore "plumpers " (little ivory balls t o fill out their
chee ks).

George Washington was supposed t o have had artificial teeth.

Paul Revere the gr eat patriot and si lver smith ''f ixed some hundreds of

t ee th" and he adver tis ed that he wou ld be glad to "wait on any gentleman
or l ady at their lodging." l
Nathaniel Hawthorne gives us an e arly descri ption of a dentist in

the back country in 1838:
A young fellow twenty or thereabouts, pained
with a toothache. A doctor, passing on horseback,

with his black leather saddl e bags behind him, a
thin, frosty - haired man.

Being asked to operate,

he looks at the tooth, lances the gum, and the
fellow being content to be dealt with on the spot,
he seats himself in a c hair on the stoup with great
he roism.

The doctor produces a rusty pair of iron

forceps, a man holds the pati e nt's head . . . A
turn of the doctor's hand and the tooth is ou t. The

1Dolan, 206.
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patient gets up, half-amazed pays the doctor
ninepence, pockets the tooth and the spectators
are in glee and admiration. 1
Before dentistry reached a stage o f fair competency, a young man

by age thirty or thirty-five expected many of his teeth with carries,
to be gone or a few years later, all would be gone.
ent than going bald at middle age.

This was no differ-

Because of this situation, making

and pe ddling toothache remedies wa s a lucrative business.

Manufacturers

of these remedies sold bo th to peddlers and local drug stores.
Dancing, Music , Drama and Skills
After the bare necessities were obtained, singing, dancing, fencing,

languages and music wove their way into the lives of the peopl e .
for a few, th e early Antericans were a singing people.
was usually an itinerant .

Except

The singing master

Arriving in a new town he announced in school

or church he was taking on a few pupils.

The singing class met once a

week in th e church or schoolhouse for lessons.

Gradually the enro llment

began to fal l off and the itinerant moved t o ano ther t own .
The dancing master of the South was usually an itinerant as was
also the fencing master.

Traveling from town to town he stayed only

as long as the patrona ge paid him.

Others even ventured out to make

a living by teaching boxing.
Entertainment

One of the oldest and Simplest forms of itinerant amuseme nt was the
puppet show.

For centuries these were known througho ut Europe, and

1
Dolan, 206-207.
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became po pular in the United States.
The o rgan grinder and the monkey or the trained bear were occasion-

al ly met going through the country or city streets.

They were usually

f or e igners and did here what they had done in their homeland.

Elephants,

African li ons, camels, bisons, dead whales, llamas, ocelots, giraffes
and unicorns all were us ed t o attract a crowd and collect a small fee to
s ee such animals.

Freaks such as albinos, a lady with no hands or arms,

Siamese twins, me rmaids, giants, midgets and fat people were all part of
the itinerant amusement to the young nation .

These small itine rant

attractions were the beginning of the circus, as were al so hors emans hip,
acrobats, menageries, and trains of animals.

P. T. Barnum was born in Connecticut in 1810.
of molasses candy, gingerbread and cherry rum.

He began as a peddler

Then he bought a 161

year o ld Negro who claimed she was the nurse of George Washington.

ally he moved up to his "Gr eates t Show on Earth."

Fin -

By 1820 more than

thirty shows were roaming the U. S., i t had become so popular .

1

By 1851

the two shows, the menag e rie and circus , united into one attraction.

Then from the one-rin g show to the two and then to the three -rin g
circus.

To prevent trouble, mainly with the clergy, the circus was not

a "show" or diversion, but a Great Moral and Education Exhibition.

As the 18th Century closed and the new one began, a tast e for
theatricals began to spread.
fie ld of itinerant actors.

Sol Smith was one of the grea test in his
Once, in a double log cabin they were

read y t o perfo rm; the room wa s filled but there were no candl es.

J.,;right, 195.

The
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owne r quickly made some out of line n rolled in tallow, and potatoes were

us ed for the candlesticks.

Slowly the cand l es burned out one by one,

the speeches were cut short and the curtain came down just as t he last

candle went out .

The people had to file out in the dark, but were de-

lighted with the traveling enter tainment.

l

At one time a small fou rt een

foot square r oom was so crowded he (Sol Smith) placed a table just out side, in front of a window.

audience sat indoors.

The acting was performed outside while the

They took in $40 that night.

real Indians in the production .

2

At times they used

Once the Indians had had a littl e too

much fire water, became too realitic, made up their own dances and songs,

and demolished the theater.
Musical instruments were peddled .

This started with the Jew's Harp

which sold for about 15¢ each, on to factory-made violins which sold for
about $10, around the turn of the 19th Cent ury, although they were not
called violins but fiddles.

Many peddlers carried fiddles with them a nd

if asked to have supper an d stay the night, gladly obliged by playing the
family a lively tune or two.

They even played for fairs and county

square-dances.

Organs were peddled.

It may seem a li ttl e strange but these also

were carried about the country in a wagon and sold to those who could

afford them .

Those who owned an organ had almost reached the heigh t

of ambition.

The peddler picked out a prosperous looking

farm~

arranged

for a demonstration, set up th e instrument in the parlor and put on a

1
Wright, 207-208.

2

Ibid., 208.
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littl e concert.

Often friends and neighbors were invit ed in to parti ci -

pate in a hymn - sing .

The peddler then hop ed the famil y could "n ot "

afford to send the instrument back.

It has been said that as soon as a people reach the s tage where
they want t o leave be hind a l ikeness of the mselves for their descend ents,
they are safely pas t th e primitive stage.
By 1750 life in the co lonies had progressed and prospered as t o
allow some cultura l luxuries .

One of these was to have a portrait, t o

hand down to pos terity and if one could not afford a portrait then a
profile would have t o suffice.

Most portrait painters and muralists

in our ea rly history were itinerant artists.

to keep them in one place.
poor.

There was no t eno ugh wealth

Artists tal ents r anged from very good to

Most itinerants wer e in the poor c l ass.

Some mode l e d in wax,

others did portraits or cut s ilhouet t es, while ot her s were satisfi ed
to dec ora t e hous e hold furniture.

When th e por tr ait business was slow,

often they were barkers or hai rdre ss e r s.
For many the onl y wa y to obtain a li keness of oneself was t o invit e
in a si l ho llette cutter or a painter of miniatures.
cutter was the ch eapest and most common.

The silhouette

"During the first half of the

1800' s one cou ld expect t o meet a sil houe tt e-cu tt e r almos t a ny place
l

peop l e gathered. "
c ommon .

Silhoue ttes became so po pular that exhibitions were

The silhouette - c utt er carried his black paper and shears and

charged anywhere f rom 50~ down, depending on how hungry he was.

1
Do lan, 132 .

Some
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silhouettes were snip pe d out of black paper, mounted o n a white ba ck-

ground.
ness.

Who l e grou ps were often done and with amaz ing accur acy and likeThe name silhouette comes from the Frenchman, Etienne de Silhouette

who in 1757 was made Con tr o l e ur Ge ne r ale of France.

He immediately

institu ted such widespread economies that anything cheap was called a
silhouette.

He died in 1767 but in 1825 the shadow portraits were s o

famous and inexpensive in England that Silhouette's name was us ed.

A Fr enchman Auguste Edouart came t o this country in 1839 .

1

He

trave l ed the country and in his car eer, cut no less than 50 ,000 si lhoue tt es . 2

Pho t ography so und ed the death kne ll fo r this art.

As f ar as portraits were concerned, quantity rathe r tha n qualit y
seems t o have been the most profitable.

John Wesley Jarvis, an itine rant

arti st , did a face in one , one-hour sitting.

Then he handed the por trait

to a n assis t a n t who paint ed in exac tl y the same background and dr apery.
Many of his sea Captains are all standing in front of the same r ed curtain

and are ho l di ng the same t elescope .

3

Other artists in the slow winter

months pai nt ed severa l lines of bot h male and female bust s, th en added
the faces i n the summer when business picked up.

This it is said accounts

for th e fac t that so ma ny old time portraits seem t o hav e a sameness.
Many men neve r owned a whi t e shirt and tie or women a formal gown, but

their fac e s were quickly and c hea ply put on one.
mi litary service in his past.

1
Wright, 139 .

2
3

Ibid., 138.
Ibid., 132-133.

Maybe the man had s een

His fa ce could be quickly added t o a body
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with a rank of Major o r General.

Itinerant deco rat ors a l so hawked their artistic talent s .

They

decorated brida l chests, fireboards, daily utensils and other items.

Many peddlers took with th em only their skills and maybe a few
tools.

They repaired anything and everything.

Any common labor e r or

skilled workman could take to the road.
Shoemakers and cobblers usually farmed in the springtime, the n
peddled their services in the late fall and winter.

Carrying on l y their

tools, the househo ld furnished the l eather or purcha sed it at the closest
tanner.

Often the shoes were made to last the family a full year.

After

the Civi l War, journeyman shoemakers took to th e South and West to
provide shoes for the country .

(His pay was mostly in country pay.)

These o l d shoes were square, because both shoes were made just the same,

no right or l ef t.

When the shoemaker fo und a likely town he settled

down and opened up his shop.

Then the trade came to him.

Candle-makers traveled about helping the housewife make candles.
Tombstone cutters, chair-seat makers, and weavers, whitesmiths (th ose
who wen t about making and mending smoke jacks, locks, hinges and bells),
itinerant barbers, rat kill ers , cabinet makers and carpenters a l so
traversed the open r oad.

Semi - skilled l abor wa s the a pprentice system.

The apprentic e

(usua ll y a you ng man) worked for a period of years in his chosen field.
After a few year s work a nd experience, he became known as a "journeyman, "
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because he was now expected to tr ave l from place t o plac e in his new
trad e .

1

Origina l ly the tinker was a fellow s k illed in the repairing of
pewterware .

He wen t from hous e t o house repairing bent , broken or

damaged pewter dishes and spoons because the y were so soft and lost their
shape eas ily.

He carried his t ools in the s addle bags and traveled f r om

town t o town .

He straightened, so ld e r ed and even recast pewter in his

hardwood mo ld s.

Thus he became a handyman, a t inke r, a fix -it man .

Often

he r epaired o the r metal items such as brass and tinware, as they became
more common .
Grinders took t o the r oad s, some t imes wi th just a soft sante or if
h e was fo rtunate , a wheel.

With this on his back or in a smal l wagon,

he traveled about providing a skilled service to many farms and homes .
He shar pe ned scissors, knives , axes, wood - working tool s , and razors.
Often he carried a hand- be ll to announce his coming.
One a ll-ar ound handyman was Charl e s Willson Peale, of Philadelphia.
He wa s a coac hmake r, a si l versmith, a sa ddlemaker, a modeler in wax and
pla s t er, a taxidermist, conduct ed a private museum, served in the l egis latur e an d was a dentist.

2

One of th e most importan t fig ur es in pioneer times was the gunsmith.
In larg er cities he had his shop, but in the sca ttered settl e me nts his
services were provided only when he came ar ound or when one travel ed t o
him.

As f irearms bec ame more comp licated in their mechanism, gunsmi ths

we r e in more demand.

1o o l an, 116.
2

Ibid. , 134.

Most gunsmi th s we r e Germans.

These o ld time guns
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consisted mainly of thr ee par t s . -- lock, (trigger and hammer mechanism)
steel barrel, and the stock.

If any of these parts went bad the owner

had to have it rep air ed or r ep l aced.

If the peddl e r could se ll a whole
1

new gun, it was call e d "l ock , s tock and barrel."

Religion
Un ti l the first Great Awakening, a little ove r a hundr ed years aft e r
our Pilgrim Fathers land e d at Plymouth, r e lig i ous freedom was almost
completely non - exi st e nt .

In May 1738, George Whitefield landed at

Savannah, Georgia and began his preaching .

By 1742 so many preachers

began running aro und that the Assemb l y of Connecticut passed a law
forbi dd i ng minis t e rs t o preach ou tside their own parish without permission . 2

From this Gr ea t Awakening and the religious fervor which

f o llowed gav e r is e to many an iti ne rant preac he r.

Itine rant preaching

furnished a very me age r live lihood , so man y worked at a trade during the
day and preached at ni ght or Sundays .
physicians, or teachers.
l ong.

Some we r e tail o rs, some carpenters,

Many wore homes pun clothes and wore their hair

Few were e ducated or po ssessed very many books .

Wh e n one felt

God had call ed him to pr each he did not look up a college or university,
but j us t began his pr eac hi ng.
The following is a quote taken from Richardson Wright's book, Hawkers
and Walke rs in Ear l y America .

Th is is inc o r porated becaus e of the des-

criptive sc e ne the auth or has created .

1

Dol an, 139-140.

2
Wright, 147 .

It shows the lif e of th e peddl e r
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of the Word.
. he went through storms of wind, hail, snow,
and rain; climbed hills and mountains, traversed valleys,
plunged through swamps , swam swollen streams, lay ou t at

night, wet, we ar y and hungry, held his horse by the bridle
all night, or tied him to a limb, slept with hi s saddle
blanket for a bed, his saddle or saddle-bags for his pillow
and his old big coat or blanket, if he had any, for covering.
Often he slept in dirt y cabins, on earthen floors,
before the fire; ate roasting ears for bread, drank buttermilk for coffee, or sage t ea for Imperial; took, with a
hearty zest, deer or bear meat, or wild turkiy for breakfast, dinner and supper, if he could get it.

Where there was a congregation and an es tablished church the circuit
rider's work was fairly simple.

But in the country areas he traveled

from house to house and many times covered long str etches of frontier.
Arriving at a fa rm house he would rap on the door and say, "Sister, shall

I pray for you?"
and preached.

Usually they were invited in where they prayed, sang

In return he received food and lodging.

To isolated

fami li es these visits were a source of great joy and inspiration.

Some missionaries and circuit preachers worked for the United State s
government, maki ng or keeping peace with the Indians or keeping a small

portion of the country loyal to the nation.
Aside from their pastoral l abor , the itinerant had great influence
in his day.

Many of the least schooled were better educated than the

average person in their flock.

This is because most of the peddlers of

the Word moved West with the frontier.
their permanent ministers.

The larger settled areas had

The itinerant was a direct way of reaching

the rural peo pl e, and great political and national int eres t and spirit

1
Wright, 152.
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was passed on by the itinerant preachers .

It was the custom of the pr eachers years ago to skip li ghtly over
the troubles of this present life and devote most of their time and
effort painting the g l ori es and pleasures of Heaven and the lif e
hereafter .

This no doubt was because of the hardships, sorrow and long

days of toil.

To paint"pictures of r eward, rest , and releas e from a

toil - fil l e d world brought joy and comfort to the masses.
The camp meeting wa s very popular.

To a people who lived by such

c l o s e margin and so close to nature an y type of social intercourse was

we lcomed.
Another t y pe of peddler of the Word wa s the Colport eur .

The American

Tract Society, wh ich was founded for the distribution of r e ligious l i t erature to churches was gaining (imp e tus) around 1840.

Russell B. Cook,

executive of the A.T.S. deve loped the system of American Colportage.

By

1856 the society empl oyed r egu l arly 547 Co l porteurs and 115 part-time
st udents who worked during their vacations .

1

These men trave l ed by all

kinds of means and distributed and sold Bibles, tracts, religious roman -

ces and other pi e tistic literature.

The Tract Society Report by 1859

states that over 3,000,000 families were visited and over 8,000,000
volumes distributed by Colporteurs. 2

Books and Pamphlets
Book peddlers have been with us for many years and will probab ly
be with us for many more to come.

l wright, 162.
2Ibid.

The peddling o f r eadi ng materia l begins
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early i n Unit ed States history.

The Chapboard was on e of th e first

printed it e ms in the pe dd l e r's pack.
c om ic boo ks t oday.)

(The Chapboard was similar to our

Th e n he added br oadsid es , ballads, reli g ious books

and t he n popular books.

Br oads i des and bal l ads wer e in great demand.

The ballads were usually stores of tragic e vents, oft e n of a criminal

sentenc ed t o d eath, and hi s story bef or e he paid for his crime.

Also

many wer e pe rsonal quarr e ls or heartbreaks.

Two s uc h e xamples of the ballad are "the whole trial, examination
and cond emnation of Jas on Fairbanks who was executed at Philadelphia f o r
cutting of Pe ggy Placke t's he ad under a hedg e on the road to Frankford
" and another was, this "is the account of a whale that was left

ashore by t he tide in the bay of Chesapeak, with a ship of 5000 tons in
his belly, called the Merry Dane, of Dover . .

.,1

After 1812, popul ar ballads were commonly hawked be cause the words
were put to tunes everyone knew.

Catechisms, primers, alphabets, Chap-

boards, Bibles , religious books, spelling books, and many others were

found in the peddler's pack.

It is estimated that between 1680 and 1830

ov er 6,000,000 copies of The New England Primer were issued in this coun-

try.2

Many we r e distributed by the book pe ddler.

As the nation built

be tt e r r oads and better wa gons the itinerant book sales r o se steadily.

A we ll-known figur e t o historians is Parson Weems.

For thirty years

Mason Locke Weems (that was his correct name) peddled bo oks and reading
material up and down and across our y oung nation.

On his long journeys

Parson carried h i s fiddl e and played at dances, puppet shows, fairs and

1wright, 69.
2

rbid . , 51.
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weddings.

He also was an itinera nt preacher, be sides be ing a very sue-

cessful book sa l esman.

Bibl e.

I n one year he sold 3,000 cpoi e s of an expensive

He died on one of his l ong trips i n 1825.

1

Joseph A. Coe, mor e c ommonl y known as "Bible Leaf Joe ," for years

tor e th e covers off Bibles and sold the pages throughout the country.

2

Vendors, Misfits, Oddfellows
There seems t o be no end to th e goods available through the itinerant.
If a peddler could convince a buyer to buy his wares he stayed in business.

Of the thousands of individual who made their living as peddlers

a good share of them were l oca l v endors .

They were called shinners,

str ee t criers, caster - mongers, hawke rs, hucksters, or no tion nanni e s.
The y sold anything from stoneware t o ice cream .

Fishermen from Connecticu t

s old river shad, fruitm en hawked watermelons or Delaware pe aches.
yeas t man made his rounds with his

11

barm" (yeast fluid).

The

There was the

soap sel l e r who exchan ged his slimy mess for suet or beef and pork drip pin gs ,
hawkers.

11

J ohnnie Cup 0 1 Tea" the tea vendor, or nut and maple sugar
The oyster ve nd or s had tin plates, forks, vinegar cru e t,

and s al t and pe pper .

One just stepped up and ordered what he wanted

right ther e with all the necess itie s .
a l l were part of a vendor's goo ds.

with a spoon.

Sweet potatoes and pepper po t s

These foods we r e serve d i n a bow l

One just ordered a bowlful and ate standing right there .

In the fall the honeycomb vendor appear ed.

Pastry boys carried ro lls,

muffins and o ther sweets on trays on thei r heads.

~</right, 53 .

The gin ge rbread man
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was a delightful man t o have on one ' s str ee t.

One ging e rbread man was

appointed Baker General of the Contine ntal Army.
while he was a baker.

He amassed a fortune

l

There were all sorts of foods peddl e d;

fruits and vegetab l es,

spices, sa lt, ice, ice cream, pastrys, hot breads, charcoal, household
items and gadgets of all kinds.
caster mongers.

Wom en wer e usually the fruit and vegetable

Umbrella menders, tinke rs, ragmen, organ grinders, and

glaziers al l added their services to the list.
a picturesque figure.

The town crier a l so was

He r e ad proclamations, announced runaways and

served as the night watchmen.

As trains became more common young boys

hawked newspapers, books, biscuits, apples, bananas and other fruits in
and around the train stat i ons.

Eve n chimn e y sweeps peddled their servic e s.

Though many local vend ors became at times quite a nuisance, they
contribut e d gr e atly t o the goods and s e rvices available.
time the y s o ld below th e me r c hant ' s pric e .
in the r e ach of the poor e r pe ople.

Much of the

This brought many items with -

But, many merchants persuaded their

cities to pass ordinanc e s against such nuisances.

As e ar l y as 1691 New

York passed an ordinanc e th a t no peddling c ould be do ne until the local
markets had been open two hours. 2
Street vendors wer e no t as common be fore the Revolution as after.
The huckstering which gr ew up in the later 19th Century was the result
of the large number who imi grated to our Eastern shores.
formed mainly by the J ews and Italians.

This was per-

These huckst e rs were true

peddlers and provided a useful se r vice by bringing their wares right to

1wright, 238.
2

Ibid., 23 3 .
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the housewife's door.

Gypsies also seemed to keep body and soul together in their wanderings by performing small services.
the climate appealed to them.

Many worked their way south where

Some were small metal and jewe lry workers.

Some made baskets, others lac e , while others told fortunes.

In addition to the throngs of itinerants who took to the roads and
highways, ther e were also thos e who were misfits.
any means of support or really without any purpose.

for a short cut or any easy way out.

Those with hardly
Lazy men, looking

The r e was an influx of these after

the American Revolution and even a greater number after th e American

Civil War .
There were those who were eccentrics , strange recluses who roamed

the fores ts .

Johnnie Appl eseed was one of these strange characters.

His

real name was Johnathan Chapman and was born in Springfield, Massachusetts

in 1775.

He began his trek westward with a burning desir e to plant fran-

tier apple orchards so that settlers '\Vould have more than just meat and

fish to eat.

In 1806 he drifted down th e Ohio River with two canoes

fi ll ed with apple seeds.

He wore a tin pan for a hat (which was also

used for cooking his food), a sack with holes cut in it for his legs and
arms, and went barefoot winter and summer.

him and preached often to the Indians.

He also carried a Bible with

During his forty-six years he

planted apple trees bearing fruit in an area of 100 , 000 square miles .
In 1847 , aft er tramping twenty miles he was fed bread and milk at a
friendly home , read t he Beatitudes t o his host, lay down on the fl oor
to slee p and never awoke.

\;right, 214-215.

1
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The ladies of ill-repute also were in that current of itinerants.
Traveling prostitutes wer e a common figure among the convicts sent to
the Southern co l oni es.
times of wars.

Many followed the wande ring armi es during th e

Other s ex isted in the cities like t he y have for centuries

in all parts of the world.
Here are a few of the vendors calls; they may be of interest to the
reader.

This g i ves us an idea of th e peddle rs poetic ability t o adver-

tis e his wares .

Mullet ! Mullet! Mullet!
Flounder and black fish!
Shark steaks for dem what likes ' em;
Sword fish for dem what fights ' em;
F ish-e e ! Fish - ee !l
Local fish peddl ers carried their fish in pans, or on horseback
or in pushcarts.
Here comes the fishman~
Bring your dishpan,
Porgies at five cents a pound!
Fresh Fresh crabs,
Fresh Baltimore crabs;
Put them in the pot
With the lid on top;
Fresh Baltimore crabs~2

SCISSORS t o GRIND!
Jingle Jingle go e s the bell
Any raz ors or scissors
Or penknives t o grind!
I'll engage that may work
Shall be done t o yo ur mind.

~right, 240.
2
Ibid., 235.
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LOCK OR KEYS
"Any locks to repair ?
keys t o be fitted? 11

or

Do you want any locks

Put in goodly r epair?
Or any keys fitted,
To turn true as a hair?

THE END

HOT CORN !
"He r e ' s your nice hot corn!

"Smoking hot ~ Piping h ot ~
"0 what beauties I have got

~"

Here ' s smoking hot corn,

With salt that is nigh,
Only two pence an ear,

0 pass me not by!l

Charcoal by the bushel,
Charcoal by the peck,
Char coal by the frying pan
Or any way you lek ! 2
In the fal l the woodman appea r ed with his constant cry:

"Wud

~

Wud!

Wud !

Wud!

Wud!"

The soap man call ed out:
"Sam!

Sam !

the soapfat

man~"]

Honesty of Peddlers
Today with our mass media of comnunication, the radi o , television,
newspaper, and advertising , we ' re very much aware of consumer ' s goods

1
wright, illustration be tween pages 232 and 233.
2

Ibid., 235.
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and the pric es.

This was not true a century or even fifty years ago.

Only those who had just been there or those who lived in the settled
ar eas knew what the going price might be.
Inasmuch as a great deal of the purchasing power was by barter, the

peddler had to know the other side of the trade.

The peddler strolled

through town, acq uaint ed himself with current local town prices, then

moved out to the thinly populated regions.

Here he exchanged his goods

for produce, pelts, home - manufac tures o r whatever the settler had an
excess of .

He, of course, knew what these articles were worth and

traded accordingly.

Naturally enough, the peddler in trading often

told the purchaser that corn, or hides, or hams were right then at a

bottom.

The settler not knowing had to take his word for it .

It might

just be that those items might be at a pr e mium that particular week or
month.

The peddler marked his goods from as low as 100 percent mark-up
to 900 percent mark - up.

It was considered that there wasn 1 t anyt hing

dishonest about this type of transaction.
business st a ndards were of that nature.
born.

Up to seventy years ago
Commercia l honesty was not yet

Earlier large tracts of land wer e purchased from the Indians for

a few glass beads or a bottl e of whiskey.

Loads of pelts worth thou-

sands of dollars were bought with a hand full of trinkets.

In the South

sa nd and stones were slipp e d in cotton bales to bring up the weig ht.
But even so, the peddler carried a none-too-bright of a reputation .

One

local New England historian classified peddlers with rum dealers and
gamb lers .

Another observer, writing in a paper The Penny Magazine of

the Soci e t y for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge published in London,
said t o its r e aders,

11

Even the Americans themse l ves -- poss ess ing a
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respectable share of self-esteem--do not estimat e very highly the
character of their peddlers . . .

."

1

It seems the Yankee Peddler was the butt of the national jokes and
the target of many visitors to America.

Today foreigne r s make remarks

about our over-heated homes, pampered wives and unnecessary skyscrapers.

Before the Civil War it was the American spitting habit and the peddler.
He, the peddler, was accused of passing on wooden nutmegs, cucumber seeds,

oak-leaf cigars, polygl ot Bib les and realistically painted basswood hams.
Wagon doctors also plied the country , either pulling a long train
of rebuilt wagons or taking tools to work on wagons on his way.
claim is wagon peddlers were very dishonest.

The

He replaced just enough

so the wagon wou ld r o ll, then gave it a heavy coat of bright paint and
head ed for the road.

The wagon usually held up long enough for the

peddler to dispose of it, then it fell to pieces.
Peddlers had to be sharp and crafty to stay in business.
doubt had gimmicks or employed a fast tongue to make a sale.

They no
To the

author , this could not be far from the ridiculous tel evis i on commerc ials
today.

Although, unlike today, there were few local or government res-

traints on hi s business pract ic es.

weights.

Local merchants sold with short

The big mea t packing plants and food processing plants were

producing foods unfit for human consumption.

So it was not unorthodox

for the peddler to try and make the best of a business transaction.

One of the most notorious of the fakers was the eye-glass peddler.
Fake optical schools sold optical diplomas for $50.

1

Wright, 21.

This made the peddler
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a "d oc t or" of the eyes.

Many of these fakers called on the school

teacher in a t own and for $5 got the names and addresses of the students
in the school.

The "eye specialist 11 then called on each family and told

them of the n e ed f or glasses for th ei r children .

If the patient already

had glasses he was quick in assur i ng them th e need for newer, better
ones.

Often the glasses contain e d plain window glass.

The itinerants

usually wore flashy clothes and had a fancy eng raved business card.
Somet ime s they hired a n e l aborate buggy and had a l oca l driver take the m
to the wealthy people in the a r ea.

The n they f lee c e d th e patient out

of hundreds of dollars.
Shady de a lings br ought more and more state and local l egis lation
against the peddler .

Legislation, pe ddlers ' license fees and better

transportation for the consume r a lmost sound e d the death knell to

pe ddling.
Most of the itinerants we r e hones t.

They were no t above ge tting

th e mos t they could out of an item or making the dea l a s beneficial t o
the ms e l ves as possible, but of the thousands out the maj orit y were

h ones t.

Hundreds of young men far a,;vay from the manufacturer we r e

trusted wi th merchandise, a team, wagon, and bartering, making ou t

honest r e ports and honest r e turns.

Like in any field, althoug h there

ar e a few scoundrels , these alone t oo often are remembered and talke d

ab out.
But it seems most peddlers we re hone st.

They were in business for

adve nture or lookin g for a suitabl e place t o settle.

footsteps ye ar after year.

Many trace d their

Th ey e stabli s hed r outes and followed the m

man y seasons.

They bu i l t up c l ose friendships with those they came in

conta ct wi th.

Oft en they tried t o c ov e r many mi l es a day in order that
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they might be at a friend's home for supper and have a place to sleep.
These had to be honest o~ they would never have stayed in business.

No

doubt many were penny snatchers but they were not outright crooks.

Famous Men Who Peddled

Some famous men have already been mentioned.

No doubt the list

could be made much longer.
Louisa May Alcott's father, Br onson Alcott, peddled as a means of
earning a living at the age of seventeen although he thought less of
the earnings than he did the adventure.

In fact, on his way to Yale

he peddled enough almanacs and tinware to buy a suit of clothes.

This

so impressed Bronson's brother that they both peddled and often made up
1
to 200 percent profit.
Some successful d epar tm en t s tore owners in America started out with

packs on their backs.
Rhchard .

Probably one of the most famous is the story of

Richard W. Sears peddled watches and did fairly well but the

watches he sold did not keep eve n close t o accurate time.
young watch repairman to aid in his work.

Alvan C. Roebuck.

He hired a

This young man's name was

From this partnership developed the huge nationwide

Sears Roebuck and Company. 2
In 1823 some pigs were burned so badly they had to be killed.

A

young fourteen year old boy bought the pigs, used the edible meat and
made soap out of the fat.

He peddled his soap.

that his soap was unusually good.

l Fawcett, 47.
2

oolan, 256-25 7 .

This was not new except

He purchased more fat, made it into
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soap and again peddled it.

He lived to be eig hty years old and see his

soap company become a multi-million dollar business.

His name was B. T.

l

Babbitt.
in 1875.

James Gamble and William Pr octor also peddled soap and candles
2

A Mr . Fels (Jos eph) began peddling homemade soap before the

Civil War.
3
today .

He was the founder of the large Fels-Naptha Soap Company of

Benedict Arnold peddl ed woolen goods up and down the Hudson Va lley
before he served under General Washington .

Canada selling his goods:

4

He went as far north as

stockings, caps and mittens.

He traded for

Cana dian horses as well as poul t ry, corn and fish. 5
Collis Potter Huntington, the Southern Pacific and Centr al Pacific
Railroad magnate began his career as a peddler in Poverty Hollow,
Connecticut.

Later he acquired a small consignme nt of goods in New York

and headed south.
South and West.

He spent six year s in this profession covering the
Much of his e arl y start was in co ll ecting notes on

clocks for Connecticut c l ock manufacturers.

It was one of these travels

that taught him the kn ow l edge of the topography of the land which lat e r
6

aided in his railroad development.

l

Dolan, 254.

2
Fawcett, 40 .
3
Golden, 59.

4

Dolan, 242.

5
Wright, 23.

6

Ibid.
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Cyrus Ha ll McCormick ped dl e d his reapers from farm to fa rm in hi s
ear ly beginning.

1

Fr ederick Trenck Stanley, fo und er of the big Stanley Tool and Hardware Company, s t a r ted as a peddle r .

It was actually being out in the

f ield t hat he became acquaint ed with the great need and demand for t ools
and hardwar e .
meta l ones .

An example was to rep la ce sagging leather hinges with

2

Print ers also hit the road.

Of the printing itinerants Benjam in

Franklin and Mark Twain are the most we ll known .

Aft er a few years on

the road, many fou nd small communities where they could settle down

and be the owner a nd editor of the town newspaper.

Others traveled

the r oad and had their bottle until their death .
Abraham Lincoln ' s father was a part-time itinerant.

3

Le vi Straus peddled half way around the world before landing in
the Ca li fornia Go l d fields with a r o ll of e xpensive denim.

Go ld mine rs

were crying for pants that would hold up und e r the wear and stre ss from

digging and working in th e earth.
were a s uccess.

Levi made pants from his denim .

Th ey

Later rivets were put in the pockets to pr event them

from tearing out as the miners filled their pocke ts with or e and gold
nuggets .

Dolan, 253.

2

Ibid.

3

Do lan, 242.
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The Use of Bells
Throughout parts of the world bells among ped dl ers have been fairly
common.

Some 200 years ago Sir Roger d e Coverley of England asked

for a more tuneful music on the part of London's strolling tradesmen.

seems that their shrill cries set his teeth on edge.

It

He begged that th e

street sellers find ways to sweeten their jingles and cries .

Apparently

they to ok t o using bells and in another century the complaint was not

.,

against their cries but against their bells.

In fact, by 1850 an Act

of Par)iment was passed prohibiting the use of bells in stree ts.
notice was taken of the act.

Little

l

Those who sold perishables used a bell more often than those who
sold other goods.

Hot muffins, fresh fish, produce and the like drew

attention by using a bell.

As their bells rang they cried out, "Hot

fine oat cakes, hot fine oat cakes," or "Butter beans , butter beans."
The sweetmeat sel l ers of India, the wat er carriers of Morocco, the milk

peddlers in Sicily or th e numerous medicine peddlers of Japan all use
2
bells.
Bells in Amer ica are used but little today.

About the only street

peddlers music heard are the cries and jiotgles in the big cities.

our local area we hear on l y the ice cream man.

In

To the young ones this

is a deli ghtful sound, and to thos" driving it means a small traffic
jam and youngsters darting acro>s the s tr eet .

In California the whistles

of the Helm's Bakery trucks can be heard as they go up and down the streets.

1
Lois E. Springer, "Bells," Hobbies, LXII (July, 1957), 54.

2
springer, 55 .
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Lois E. Springer, author of an article in Hobbies ma gazine, conj ec -

tures that thos e who had c l ea r well sounding voices did not employ the
use of bel ls .
~ose

They cou l d att ract th e consumer better themselves.

who had raucous unpleasing voices did much be t te r with t he s ound

of a tuneful bell.

Springer, 54 .

l
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CHAPTER IV

THE JEWISH PEDDLERS

As discu ssed previously, the original peddler in the U. S. was the
Yankee Peddler .

Oftimes he was called the Connecticut Peddler because

so many hailed from that state.

The German Jew immigration to the East

Coast of the Unite d States changed this.
into the eastern ports.
salesman .

In the 1840's these Jews poured

Many of them turned to the trade of itinerant

A number of factors caused them to do this.

ones, they were foreigners, another , they were Jews.

for them to gain employment.

One of the main
It was difficult

There was a great deal of prejudice against

them and it was extremely hard to find desirable employment here in the
promised land.
language.

Another factor was they cou l d not speak the English

This kept them from bet ter jobs.

did not have to know the language .

If they became peddlers they

To obtain employment the Jew had to

sell himself; while peddling he sold his goods.

A few words in English,

how t o make c han ge or barter, and he was pr e pared enough.
Many turned to peddling because they were their own boss.

business.

It was a

They did not want to work in the big factories and sweat shops

for someone who discriminated against them.

"Going Peddling" was an

opportunity.

One could work as hard and long as he wanted.

On the road

he was free.

Also he was learning a new business and l a ter many moved up

to a wholesales or retailer, settled down and became prosperous.

addition, it took very little capital to get into the business.

In

Twenty

to forty dollars started a good supply for a beginning pack peddler.

If
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the new immigrant did no t have this he borrowed it.
c lung together .

The Jewish people

More often than not a Jewish immigrant had some r e la-

tives who had already come to America.

An uncle, aunt , cousin o r brother

was usually able and willing to get t he new ly i mmigra t ed rela tive started .
If the rela t ive was a pedd l er quit e of ten he took the n ewcomer with
him and taught him a few tri cks.
It seems most Jewish peddlers were f rugal and after a short while
built up quite a ne st egg for those days.

One Jewi sh peddler at t he age

of 32 had saved $2 000 from his f ew years of peddling.

1

One Jew peddl ed

fo r years and wh en a five and dime store came up for sale he bought it.
At r etir ement he sold out for $11,000 wh i ch he turn ed over t o th e J ewish
home for t h e aged where he r emained until his dea th.
which so many of the pack peddlers also acquired.
r et iring they washed th e i r own socks .

He had a habit

Every ni ght before

Eve n in the old f o lk s home this

man washed o ut his socks, after the es tablishment fina l ly gave up on
trying t o change him and gave permission.

A mi llionair e who gave fortunes

t o charity st ill washed o ut his own socks e ach n ig ht.
a stor y on this man and told of his pec uliar habit.

A newspaper wro t e
Onl y those who had

once peddl ed knew what that man had been doing years bef or e.
So as the Jewish immigrants f l owed in t o the land of oppor tunit y

many f l owed into peddling .

To many this was a stepping stone, lat er

goi ng i nt o an es tablished busine ss.

To other s it lasted onl y a short

time until th ey found a valley which appealed to them and th ey became
farmers or s killed workers.

l

Go lden, 21.

Others used it only as an opportunity to
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learn the language and find something e ls e, while not a few contined to
fo llow the open road until they retired or passed away.

Many did not get rich but they provided a good livelihood for their
famil i es and main l y sent their sons and daughters to co lle ges and univer-

sities, and still had a little to retire on .

This was mainly possible

due to their ex tra frugality.
The Jewish peddlers can be classified into two main gr oups .
was the local vendor.

cit ies .

One

These were common in the larger more populated

They were the pushcart hawkers who started early in the morning

and peddled late at night (often until 10:00 P.M.), but never traveled
ve r y far from their home or apartment .

for the night.

They bought a l icense t o peddl e in a certain locale and

stayed there for ye ars.
Europe.

These most always r e turned home

This was the main type of peddle r who worked

(Most European peddlers were local vendors, and th e l aw watched

closely that they did not over-ste p the i r boundaries.)

Also with this

group wer e those who look a small stock and left the city and trave l ed
maybe a hundred miles.

Then spent three or four days peddling back to

their home base.

The other type of Jewish peddlers were those who l eft home and took
to the open roads.
or more.

These usually packed their packs and were gone a week

This type covered a large area and their stock was somewhat

more diversified.

Shortly after the Civil War many of these pack peddlers

moved up t o wagons which became small traveling department stores .

By

the 1870's most pack peddlers (those who stayed in the business) had
moved up to team and wagon.

Settlers were rapidly moving West and the

peddler's stock became so large and varied they had to advance to wagons.
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The older, sma ll er pack or two would not accornoda t e the gre at va ri e t y of
new hardware and notions.

t ran s ient.

These pack and wa gon peddler s were more of a

They were more de pendent upon the hospitality of thei r clients.

They spent much of their liv es away from home and families.

As a rul e

they were a r e ligious group, returning Fridays when they c ould for their
Jewish Sabbath.

Then they stocked on Sunday and returned t o their r ou t e

by Monday .
These latter peddlers who took to the open ro ad came up on a unique
circums tan ce , selling t o the Negr os .

After the Civil War, even though

free men, there was discrimin ation against the Negr o .

With that ex ist -

ing cond i tion, the Jewish peddler fo und a poor but lar ge buying popula tion.

When the Negros were freed they had a strong desire t o possess

two things:

the male, a hat, and the wife, a wedding band.

As many

white s t or e owne rs did no t cater t o the Negro or share -cr opper, the Jew
so ld bo th of th e s e two i tems in l arge numbers, along wi th various o th e r

goods .
Another factor giving the J ewi s h itinerant the Negro business was
that white st ore owners di d not l et the Negro try on shoes or clothing

to in sure a proper fit.

This the Jewish peddl er quick l y picked up and

pe rmitt e d them this servi ce before making a pur c hase.
discriminated against as were the Negros.

The Jews were

The refore the two s eemed to

und ers tand and patronize one another.

During the last d ec ad e of the 19th Century, credit and t ime buying
were used mo r e and mo r e.

Again t he Negro and poor shar e -cropper were

denied t his privilege and dis c ri minated against.

The Jewish itinerant

quic k l y began selling on time t o both groups and also to others .

They
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had to do this to compete with establishe d busine sses.

From the 1880's

to the 1920's the Jewish ped d ler did a large business with the Negro
population.
In the 1880's there was again an influx of Jewish immigrants.

These

came from Eastern Europe to escape religious and political strife and
turmoil.

Many, like those before them, turned to the trade of itin erant

salesman, for the same reasons, a lth o ugh mor e stayed in the large
cities a s l oc al vendors.

So after the 1840's many peddlers we r e Jews .

This also is a reason

why there was a dislike for peddl e rs, so many were Jews.

If a peddler

took a bad debt to court, mor e often than not the court upheld the resident rather than the itinerant on th e grounds the resident had been
cheated.
wer e Jews.

Local police made it hard on peddlers, mainly because so many
In the early 1900' s a Peddler's Association was organized

with the hope of overcoming some of th ese difficulties.
Mr. William Pr ovo l relates an account of prejudice a gainst him in

his book The Pack Peddl er .
hit fre quent ly by peddl ers.

He was peddling in a small town which was
He wa s sell ing the New Swedish matches which

burned clear and would strike "anywhere. "

He stopped at a carpenter

shop to solicit sales, th en it be ing near ly noon, he went to a local

genera l store for cheese, crackers and f ru it for lunch.

While he wa s

eating a carpenter entered with the town constab le and accused him of

stealing his tools.

Young Mr. Prov ol denied, but his basket was searched

and there was a small box of carpent e r 1 s s quar es and compasses found.

He was immediately arrested and plac ed in jail.
and a l awye r.

He sent for his father

After a bitter trial and unjust procedures, it was
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discovered that the local general s t or e owner had offered the carpent e r
two dol l a r s t o be in cahoo ts with him and get the peddler arrest ed and
scare a few out of the country s o his business would pick up.

Als o it

wa s t o build up prejudice again s t the peddlers in order to get the town
off icials to pass a prohibit ory licnese law.

1

In fact, peddlers them -

selve s who moved up as permanent me r chants discriminated aga inst their

fe llow peddlers.

The following is a quote taken from Mr. Provo l's own

peddling record:
Meanwhile there was a movement going on in most

of the towns to establish a peddler's license l aw. In
many of these towns former pack peddlers had retired from
the road and, with their lif e savings, had established
themse lv es as dry goods merchan t s . The peddler had a
wide acquaintence in the neighborhood, having ca l led at
most of the homes with his packs of merchandise, so,
after he became a permanent member of the community, it
was quite natural for him to join the local merchants'
as sociation and take an active part in the civic life of
th e community.
These men also became interested in the political

activities of the town in which they were located and had
conside rable influence with the mak ing of the laws. One
of the first activities t o which they devo t ed their attention was the enactment of a peddlers ' lic ense law, whereby

a peddler was required to pay a hi gh license fee for the
privilege of peddling in their community. They did this on
the theory that everybody in that town must buy from them,
and from them only, not remembering that they themselves had
come f rom the ranks of the pack peddlers . These prohibitive
laws put us kids, as well as o ther pack peddlers, out of
business. It wa s a clear case of selfishness on the part
of the ex-peddlers in many cases.
Thi s s e lfishness, however, like many other human evils,

finally brought about a condition wherein the mail order
house and the chain stores were ab l e to defea t these very
me r c hants. 2

1William Lee Provol, The Pack Peddler (Philadelphia:
Winsto n Company, 1937), 67 - 68.
2

Ibid.' 85.

The John C.
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The Jewish peddler was unique.

He was a foreigner, a Jew, his

religion was different, his language different, even his eating habits

were different.

The Indians called the Jewish peddler "egg eaters"

bec aus e of the large amounts of eggs they ate.

This was due to the fact

that the meat was seldom pr e pared Kosher style .

But the Jewish peddl e r

played an important role in the economic history of the U. S., both as
a peddler and later as a store owner .
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PART II
PEDDLING IN NORTHERN UTAH
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CHAPTER V
PEDDLERS I N NORTHERN UTAH
The Wasatch front of the Rocky Mountains was permanently settled
by the Mormons in 1847.

This r el igious body of people left the state of

Illinois in 1846 because of religious persecution.

Looking for a plac e

to be left alone, a place away f r om the mobs, they chose th e Valley of
the Great Salt Lake.

The first immigrants came into the valley in July

of 1847, and as the months and years passed thousands found refuge and
a home in the mountains.

Shortly after arriving in the Valley, th e leader of the Church,
Brigham Young, sent explorers out to obtain a knowledge of the surround-

ing areas.

Cache Valley was explored in August of 1847.

County was organized and had permanent settlers ther e .
houses and churches were erected.

By 1856 Cach e
Homes, school

Small shops and stores in the next

decade began to appear on the main streets of many small communities.
Saw mi lls , flour mil l s, and sma ll factori e s were also built.

Other settlements sprang up.

Far into the north end of Cache Val l ey

(which later fell with the Idaho line), communities grew.

Into the Bear

Lake region, Western Wyoming and Idaho, members of th e Church colonized
under the direction of the Latter-day Saint Church leaders.

(This was

being done in all dir ec ti ons from the headquarters at Great Salt Lake
City.)
The soil in Cache Valley and surrounding areas was fertile and the
numerous streams which flowed from the canyons supplied ample water for
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irrigation and home use.

plant ed .

Fruit tr ees wer e brought in and orchards

Alfalfa, wheat, corn, oa ts and bar l ey had been crops from the

beginning.

Sheep, bee f, and dairy herds dotted the pastur es of the lush

low lands and also the green canyons.

Raspberry patches were plant ed,

hives of bees cultured and fresh fish were seined from nearby Bear Lake.
Wagon freighting brought goods in and hauled surplus out.

In 1869

the ribbon of steel crossing the continent came to a r ea lity at Promontory

Point, Utah.

This put the first railroad center in the whole Utah Terri-

tory at Corinne, Utah.

Wagon freighting to and from Corinne was a major

industry for a short while, hauling goods far into Wyoming, Montana and
Idaho.

Later, in 1870, railroad lines were run into Salt Lake Valley

and other surrounding valleys.

The railroad came to Cache Valley in 1872.

With its commercial activities, knitting mills, fine dairy herds ,

and an abundance of choice fruits and vegetables, Cache Valley sent out
its surplus .

One way of distrib uting these goods was by the age old

itine rant method.

A wagon load at a time selling do or to door.

Thus

goods and services went out of Cache Va lley and were also brought into
the Val l ey.

As mentioned in the Intr oducti on, Cache Valley was served

by three types of peddlers:

th ose who lived in Cache Valley, thos e who

came in from Ogden and Salt Lake , and those who came from other parts of
the nation.

Chapter V deals with goods and services made available to

Utahns in the northern part of the state, and of the surplus they sent
out through the itinerant trade.

In many respects, peddling in Utah was

a continuation of what had been done in early North America.
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Fruits

In and around Cache Valley fruit and produce were the main items

peddled.

More farmers and summer peddlers were involved in this t ype

than any other.

Some farmers peddled their own crops, while others

made it a full-time summer job.

The main trade was from Brigham City

and Cache Valley to the Be ar Lake region:
Cokevill e , Kemmerer and Star Val l ey.

Woodruff, Rand olph, Montpelier,

The season started with the first

strawberries, cherries in the ea rl y summer and ended in the fa ll with
peaches, tomatoes, pears and squash.

Joseph Olsen gives a clear picture of the pedd l ing of fruits a nd
vegetables into the Bear Lake area.

Mr. Olsen returned from the First

World War to a section of the United States with little employment.
Almost by acciden t he started into the peddling business.

Quickly he

realized he cou ld make in a week peddling what ot her young men were

making in a mon th at wages.

He bought a Peter Shefler Wagon with a

three foot deep box with springs .
about 2,000 pounds.

It had bows and cover and could haul

In a typical run he would leave Hyrum (his home)

and arrive in Brigham the first night.

The following day he loaded and

r eturned to Hyrum and the third day took him to the Hardware Ranch area.
Fourth day fo und him around Be ar Lake going door to door.

He returned

to Hyrum and deposited the cash to cover the checks he had written in
Brigham to pay for the fruit.

"Things are different now," Mr. Olsen

commented with a grin.

1
Joseph Olsen, int e rviewed in Hyrum, Utah, December 11, 1965.
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He started with strawberries, raspberries, cherries, dewberries and
apricots.

Then as the season progressed he hauled tomat oes , summer

apples, lots of corn, cantaloupes, and a few melons.

season with tomatoes, peaches and apples.
case d by the farmer .

He finishe d th e

The fruit was picked and

Other it e ms hauled at times were Potawattami e

Plums, cucumbers, eggplant, squash, and other vegetables.

90 c to $1.0 0 a case.

Profit was

Much of the corn, apples and berries were rais ed

by Mr. Olsen, thus giving him a stea dy market for his product.
"I ma de a good living because there wa s a de mand.

goods. "

He said,

Peopl e waited for my

They were glad to have him come and bring the much needed

fruits and vegetables, both for table use and for canning.
said, "The people waited for me and were very f riendly.

Mr . Olsen
mad e close

acquaintances and would like some time to retrace my steps and visit with

my o ld customers if any of them are still alive."

1

Many offered him a

room but he pref e rred to "sl ee p und e r the stars."

The business was so pr ofitable that in 1924 he bought a new truck
fo r $720, and paid f or it the first summer he used it.

With team and

wagon he made a trip a week but with the truck he could make two .
the truck presented a new pr ob l em , howe ver .

Using

With team and wagon a few

peop l e asked at times i f they could go to Randolph and visit their friends,
or a family would ask if they could ride from Star Valley to Logan to go
t o the Temp l e or visit their fam ily .
the wag on .

There was the slowness of it, the camping out and dusty roads,

but wi th the truck it wa s diff erent.

1
ols en.

This did not get out of hand with

They could make the trip in a day,
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no camping, and a much smoother ride.

Mothers with four or five children

of t en aske d if they could ride to Logan with him (as from Afton, Wyoming) .
He had t o stop for "drinks," "go to the ba thr oom, " "I dropped my hanky, "

or similar cries from the children .

In fact , so many people asked for

rides , he had to discontinue all of i t.

It was also not uncommon for a

hous ewife or farmer t o ask Mr . Olsen t o bring on his nex t trip a bo lt
of cloth, a pair of shoes, a pi t ch - fork , wagon hub, t ee th for a harrow,
or some othe r item.

1

The follow i ng is an interes ting acc ount o f fruit peddling expe r iences
related by Mr. Marlin Anhder.
hap py and r em iniscent.

As he r ela t ed his experience, he seemed

Th i s r eveal s that Mr. Anhder must have enjoyed

his yo u th and his experiences with those who were road - lovers of th e

past.

He recalled experiences of seeing and selling to the peddlers.
Conrad, his fat her, bought three s awm ills from the United Ord e r

just before the turn of t he century.

They harv ested the evergr eens grow-

ing between the Wasatch Front and the Bear Lake area.

The tr ees were

fe lle d, tr immed on the s pot, and dragged by ox t eam t o the steam powe r ed
sawmil l s .

Here the trees were sawed int o rough planks, boards , siding ,

or some wer e spli t t o make shakes and shingles.

both Cache Valley and Bear Lake .

This dr ew business f r om

The people came up with the ir t ea ms

and wagons to buy what lumb er they needed for homes and barns.
His father als o had bees and some fruit i n Hyrum.
busin esses they became involved in th e peddling trade.

With these two
As the Anhder boys

were working in the mountains , they cou ld see the Bear Lakers coming up

1
0 1 sen.
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the canyons with their empty wagons going for a load of fruit and honey.
Ma ny times Marlin so li cited business by stopping the wagons and refer-

ring them to their home in Hyrum for fruit and honey.

This channe led

a lot of business their way which made it necessary for some of the boys
t o remain home and raise more fr uit.

Th e bulk of the trad e was done by the peddlers, but in the fall of
the year a few of the families from Bear Lake and Rich counties got
toget her and accumulated fruit orders , usually enough to fill a wagon.
Then one or two men from the g roup would drive their teams and wagon to

Hyrum and Brigham City for fruit for canning and enough honey to last
th e winter.

No doubt these f a milies had been buying sma ll quantities

from the pe ddlers duri ng the summer for tabl e use, but when it carne time

for fal l canning they could haul their own cheaper.
commonly taken was the Danish Dugway:

The r o ut e most

from Laketown, up the c an yon to

Round Va ll ey, past Dry Lake, through Strawber r y Valley and down int o
Rock Cr eek, up the hill then drop into Cur ti s Cr eek and finally into the
Hardware Ra nch .
five miles.

This usuall y constituted one day ' s travel of about twenty-

Some t imes they made it a ways down Blacksmith Fork Canyon.

It took the bigges t part of the next day to travel the remaining eigh t een
miles into Hyrum.

With a good team, an early star t , and driving until

l ate at night , some made the trip in one day (althoug h it was un common). 1
Many of these "d o-it-yourselfers" came right to th e Anhder farm
where they pastured their horses, put in their fruit orders and at time

built their campfires not far from the barn and slep t in the hay loft at

1
Marlin Anhder, interviewed in Hyrum, Utah, Apri l 16, 1964 .
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night.

Next morning they hitched up and continued on to Brigham City

for pea ches, cantaloupes and other fruits.

The trip to Brigham took

one full day and they returned on the second.
on apples , tomatoes, plums and honey .

In Hyrum again, they loaded

Th ey hauled from thirty to fifty

bushels of fruit and a few sixty pound cans of honey.

The four or fiv e

day travelers headed home with one to one and a half tons of produce
and honey.

Returning up Blacksmith Fork Canyon they camped again a t the

Hardware Ranch.

Another day found them at Round Val l ey, or by driving

late they made it to Laketown.

The following day, thos e not living in

Laketown, went on to Pickleville, Garden City, Lakota, Utah, Fish Haven,

St. Charl es, or Montpelier, Idaho.
or Woodruff .

Turning east, some went to Randolph

The next few days there was p l enty of fresh fruit to eat

until it was bottled fresh or put up as a preserve .
Mr . Anhder remembers one fal l a man came from Bear Lake alone.

It

was lat e in th e fal l and when he returned from Brigham City with part
of his load a severe storm set in and prevented his return home.
stayed at the Anhder home unti l the st o rm was spen t.

He

He wrote a l et t er

to his family in Laketown and asked them to make arrangements for wa gons

to meet him on the summit on a spec i fic day.

The l etter mailed, had to

go to Logan, Utah, Preston, Soda Springs, Idaho and around the mountains

to Mont pelier, Idaho by train .
Montpelier to Laketown.

It was the n ca rried by mailman from

Hoping the l etter had arrived on time and

arrangements made , the freighter pa cked his fru it in s t raw and bedding
to prevent freezing, and with the help of t wo borrowed teams, started up
Blacksmith Fork Canyon through the deep snow.
that after two days

~

It was found out later

hard pulling, he made it to the summit where two

wagons and men were waiting to help him down the o th e r side.

The snow was
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so dee p the wagon axles pushed the snow as snow plows.

The extra team of

hors es was turned loose and r e tur ned t o Hyrum unaided the following day.
Ab ou t 1910 Heber Jenson, Marlin Anhder, and a companion, loaded a
train car with six-hundred bushels o f apples and tomato es.

The ends of

the car were filled with ice, and it was shipped to McCammon, Idaho.
three men followed in a Model "T" Ford.

and a bout one-hundred bushel of apples and tomatoes were peddled.
Logan the tomatoes were selling for 25c to 35c a bushel.
to ship the pr oduce cost that much.)

The

The train car was opened at McCammon

In

(The baskets

In McCammon the tomatoes sold for

as much as $1 .50 a bus hel.

The car was then shipped t o Soda Springs,

Idaho where more was so ld .

It finished in Montpelier, Idaho.

The exact

pr ofi t has since been forg o tten but Mr. Anhder said it proved to be a
wor thwhile venture .

In 1911, Ezra Wickham moved from Dayton, Idaho, t o Honeyville, Utah.
His brother -in-law had been called on a mission for the Latter-day Saint
Church so Ezra and his wif e moved to Honeyv ille t o take over the farm
during the owner's abs ence .

Most of the farm was in fruit trees.

the fruit ripened there was no market for it.

When

The immediate vicini ty

also g r ew fruit and those who didn't, their orders were soon filled.
Mr. Wickham was concerned as to what to do with the fruit.

He then

recalled the fruit shortage in the part of Idaho he was from.

The crop

was mostly peaches so he peddl ed them as far north as Clarkston, Utah
and Dayton, I daho.
sold also.

l

Anhder.

If he had a few ext ra me l ons he took thes e al ong and
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He used a t e am and wagon with bows and cover .

of the dust off and kept t he sun from the peaches.

The cover ke pt some

At times the who l e

family went and made sort of a camping trip ou t of it.
days t o make th e r o und trip.
th e r e turn trip.

It took thr ee

On e day up, one for peddling and one for

Mr. Wickham seems t o have done very well.

By living

in Southern Idaho he knew th e fruit s hortag e and by going ther e he
found othe rs desiring fruit just as he pr eviously had.
what they cou ld afford .

Some boug ht

Others asked him to bring more.

In fact, the

f ruit sold so well he bought peach es f rom his bro ther-in-law ' s farm for
25c a bush el and sold them i n Idaho door to door f or $1 . 00 a bushel.
The fresh fruit was a much wanted and needed product.
The Indians came quit e often to the Ezra Wickham fa rm and begge d
fr uit.

They were given the privilege of picking the fruit up off the

ground in the orchards.

It seems as though they never picked the f ruit

from the tree s directl y ( as far as the owner knew), but they ce rt ainly
shook the tr ees so more fruit wou l d fall .

1

A famous figure in the itinerant trad e f r om around 1890 t o 1921 was
Mrs. Mary J. Checketts.

Mrs. Checketts made f ull use of their twe nty -

five ac r e fa rm locat ed in Pr ovidence .
t o Logan and the surround ing t owns.

She peddled fruits and vegetables
Some of the produce rais ed on the

farm was peas , radishes, on ions , t omatoes , squash and cucumbers; also
currants, cherries, pie cherries, s t rawberries and raspberries .

Twe nty

quar t s of chee ries sold for $1 .00 and t e n or twelve quarts of raspberries
for $1.00 .

The prices of other produc e i s not known .

Checketts, a s on, could not remember the pric es.

1

Mr. Wi lli am

She not only peddled

Han s C. Hansen , interviewed in Logan, Utah, October 2f

1965 .
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door to door, but also obtained some business from the l ocal stores.

She used a smal l Ludlow (buckboard) wagon pulled with one horse.
report ed that she helped keep her family of seven.

It is

In fact, her son,

William, claims she made a good half of the family's living by peddling
door to door .

1

Mrs. Checketts also sold medicines of her own making

on a money-back guarantee.

This will be mentioned and explained later

on under the topic of medicine.

A Mr s. Zbinden from Logan also sold garden vegetables door t o door
with horse and buggy.

She was from Logan and traveled out very similar

to the wa y Mrs. Checkett s did.
fami l y with this income.

She likewise helped provide for he r

2

Mrs. George L. Jones of Logan also pedd l ed raspberries.
them, twelve quarts for $1.00.
business.

3

She sold

It is re port ed she built up quite a

In fact, her trips took her as far north as Downey and Lava

Hot Springs, Idaho.

Traveling this far, she no doubt stayed a few

nights, but nothing more could be discovered on her.

The late L. K. Wood of Mendon, well-known mechanic and restorer of
antique farm machiner, said, "Mainly peddlers came throug h with peaches. 11 4

One Danishman, he recalled, traded a bushel of peaches for a bus hel of
wheat.

Both were worth about $1.00 a bushel, but in Ogden he could ge t

the dollar for the wheat and this is where he made his money .
also remembered that many fish peddlers came through.

Mr. Wood

These peddled the

~illiam Checketts, int e rviewed in Providence, Utah, October 18, 1965.
2
Hyrum Naylor, interviewed in Logan, Ut a h, October 25, 19 65.

4L . K. Wood, interviewed in Mendon, Utah, October 27, 1965.
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Mullett from Bear Lake.

1

When Albert Ethan Allen was a young man, around 1900, he peddled
raspberrie s, eggs and butter over the hill to Eden, Liberty and Huntsville, Utah.

He was from Providence and worked south .

2

Clara Merz, while a young girl, went with her fath e r on some of his
peddling trips.

She recalled as a young girl, going to Brigham for a

load of fruit .

They camped in Brigham Canyon over-night and l oaded the

next day.

They slept on the gr ound and her fathe r cooked over an open

campfire.

Many loads of melons, peaches, and pears were taken to the

Bear Lak e region and peddled door to door.

3

At times men in Brigham City, Hyrum or even Bear Lake bought loads
of apricots or peaches in Brigham City, apples, tomatoes, and pears from

Hyrum, and ped dled them door to door for a small profit.
for $1.00 to $1.25 per bushe l .

Peaches sold

4

Two bro t hers, John L. and Joseph L. Glenn peddled at th e turn of
the century.

John hauled fruit from Brigham to the Logan area and over

into Be ar Lake.

It was common in the early summer to haul fruit over and

bring back a load of fish.

"Fish was very popular and sold two for 25¢."

John and Emma were married in 190 7 and settled down, partially.

5

John

worked on the big threshing machines in season and when it was over went

1wood.
2
Alb e rt Ethan Allen, interviewed in Pr ov idence, Utah, October 14, 1965.
3Lett er f r om Clara Merz to author, dated May 20, 1964, Los Angeles,
California.
4

John Godfrey, interviewed in Clarkst on, Utah, October 10, 1965.

5

Emma Glenn, interviewed in Wellsville, Utah, December - , 1965.
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back to the road.
a good team.

Mrs. Glenn commented on how much her husband enjoyed

"He always kept a good team.

seems as though they both liked to get out.
him.

He liked to ge t out." 1

It

Often Mrs. Glenn went with

One day took them to Brigham City, Utah for the fruit, and the next

night found them a ways up Bl acksmith Fork Canyon.

Mr. Gl enn watered

and grained the horses while Mrs. Glenn prepared supper.

Later she said

they sat a r ound the campfir e watching the hot coals of the fire.
them climbed into the wagon t o sleep .
went on into Bear Lake.
fruit ."

They

Next morning the y broke camp and

"The people were just crazy to get the fresh

Asking her why they peddled, she answered very quickly, "F or a
2

liv ing."

Sh e said her husband peddled from 1910 almost to the thirtys .

She could not remember exac tly.
Mr. J ohn Godfrey of Clarkston, Utah, remembered a man by the name
of Three Hors e Pete.

He used three horses to pull his wagon.

He

traveled about selling load aft er load of fruit from Brigham Ci ty and
Logan areas to surroundin g settlements . 3

He also remembered that a man

from the Lo gan area peddl ed sa lt in Clarkston, but could not recall the
name or pric e.

He said most of the salt was traded for food products . 4

A Nr. Sorenson fr om Lakota claims it was common to haul fruit all

the way to Star Valle y, Wyoming.

Peaches and tomatoes sold in Star

Valley for about $2.00 a bushel.

Quite often the fruit itinerants brought

1
Gl e nn.

3
Godfrey.
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back a calf or two.

This helped in making the trip pay.

He said some

trips they made money , other times broke even or even went " in the hole."

A Big Jens from Hyrum peddled fruit all ove r the val l ey.

2

As lat e as the 1930's Mr. John Buckley drove his car to Bri gham
City and brought back what fruit he could.
door to door selling orders.

He th en had his children run

Uncle John Buck l ey (this is the name he

was r eferred a s) came al ong later and delivered the fruit. 3
I t seems

tha t because of the early frosts in the fa ll and the late

frosts in the spring , Wellsville was more limited to the type of crops

raised, more so than in Hyrum or Logan.

Wellsville tended t o rais e

the more hardy crops which were traded fo r frui ts in the ot he r warme r
towns.

4

Albert Ethan Allen of Providence also gives the same s t or y .
claime d goods were often traded between towns.

He

He stated that Wellsvil l e

coul d n ot grow some of the garden veget abl es the o th er commun ities could,

so they raised the hardi er crops such as cabbage and wheat .

These crops

wer e trad ed for vege tabl es of other towns, fruit and vegetables from

Hyrum , molasses from Millville and clot hes from Bensenvi ll e (Logan).

5

Often this trading wa s done by local peddlers.

1
Mr. Sor enson (would not give first name), intervi ewed at Lakota,

Bear Lake, Utah, October 21, 1965.
2
3

4

Emi l Gessel, interviewed in Providence, Ut ah , Oc t ober 18 , 19 65.

Naylor.
Elizab eth Yea t es, Int erv iewed in Nibley , Utah, November 2, 1965.
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Of interest here is the "highwayman" who robbed and plundered the
fruit peddlers.

At bridge crossi ngs or where the r oad passed thick

clumps of trees, young boys would secretly sneak out and c limb into the

back of a wagon.

Her e they quickly helped themselves to the fruits.
1

Then climb ed ou t und etec ted .
Once in awhile a boy or two wou ld get the peddler's attention in
front, thus, he being occupied, the remainder of the group climbed

into the wagon and helped themselves likewise. 2
Those interviewed claimed this was on a small sca l e and did not

get out of hand.
In closing the fruit and vegetable section, the best way to summarize
would be to quote Elizabeth Yeates.

This was her comment many years

after the fruit peddlers called at her home.

"What a sight it was to

look into the back of a wagon of a fruit peddler and see the fresh
melons, apples, peaches and pears. 113

Fish and Meats

A common commodity peddled in this region was fish.

Peddling of

fish is not unique, it has been done for centuries in many parts of the

world.

The author's father-in-law, while living on the East Coast

remembers many street peddl ers calling " shad roll, shad roll."

4

Richardson

1
Evan B. Murray, interviewed in Logan, Utah , September 28, 1964 .
2
Godfrey.
3

4

Elizabeth Yeates.

c l aude A. Ellis, interviewed in Nor th Ogden, Utah, January 17, 1967.
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Wright in his book mentions all type of fish sold on the East Coast.
Around the world t od ay fish peddling is still common.

But fish peddling

in Northern Utah, Western Wyoming, and Sou th- eas tern Idah o was unique.
The. reason for its uniqueness was that this area was so far from an oce an .

What made this possibl e was Bear Lake, a lake lying half in Utah,
Rich County and half in Idaho, Bear Lake County.
Lake Mullet.

The fish was the Bear

It was commonly called a sucker and is a very bony fish .

The author has eaten (tast ed) them.
so very bony and hard to eat.

He writes tasted, because they are

Nevertheless, many people l ooked forward

for spring and the fish peddl e r.
The Bear Lake Mu ll et when full grown weighs about t wo pounds.
are round and have a sucker-type mouth.

Suckers are a trash fish and

not considered for food or as a game fish.
referred to them as "mullet

11

They

Th is is no doubt why some

and would not ca l l them suckers, thinking

th ey were two different fish .
In the spring fish peddlers traveled by team and wagon t o Bear Lake
for a load of fish.

The suckers were seined (netted) usually on the

east side of the lake .
shore.

Lake.

These fis h ga th er in large schools close to

(The author has driven in spring and early summer around Bear

The mullet are easily seen a few fee t from the shore.)

In those

days if one wanted (and some did), they could drive around to th e east
shores and purc has e freshly caught suckers for
fish though were peddled door to door.
in Cache Valley.

1~¢

apiece.

Most of the

A great deal of this fish sold

Many peddlers kept the fish cold by utilizing ice

from Bear Lake or ponds that froze over, between Bear Lake and Logan.

As l ong as the ice was ava il able, fresh fish were hauled into Cache
Valley and surrounding areas .
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Most of the fish sold fresh at two for

25~.

They weighed about

two pounds apiece so actually th e buyer got four pound s of fresh fish
for a quarter.

barrels.

Sometimes they were salted down and placed in wooden

A layer of salt was placed in the bottom of the barrel .

a layer of fish was added and another layer of salt.

This was repeated

until the barrel was filled and a lid was placed on top .
only way to preserve them for any length of time .

Then

This was the

Before they could be

eaten, the salted fish were soaked in fresh water overnight.

This drew

some of the salt out and made them edible.
The author has heard his father tell of when he was a young boy
living in Huntsville, Utah, how th ey at times with team and wa gon went

to Bear Lake for fish.
in a wooden barrel.

They caught their own fish and salted them down

This wa s part of their winter 's supply of meat.

He s a id, "They were extremely bony, but certainly tasty and a change of

diet."

1

People came as far away as Ogden and Salt Lake with barrels and

salt in which to take home a good supply of fish.

Fish preserved in

this manner were also peddled .

Early in the spring the fish peddlers pulled the ir loads up the
e ast side of the mountain range heading west towards the Hardware Ranch .

Leaving the ranch they drove their teams down the Blacksmith Fork Canyon
into Cache Valley.

Here t hey were peddled house t o house.

Ye ates of Nibley recalled the fish peddlers .
bought a whole pan full of fish for 25¢.

1

Mrs. Elizabeth

She claims her mother

She said, "We got so t ired of

Clyde V. Nye, interviewed in North Ogden, Utah, January 15, 1966.
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pork and we needed and want e d a change and a fresh meat. 11

l

The majority of people interviewed said they did remember the fish
peddler but could not remember any of the ir names.
two men who peddled fish are availa ble.
Wellsvill e

2

Only the names of

They were Joseph Glenn of

and Clara Merz ' father, Oscar Liljenquist. 3

Mrs. William Checketts commen ted that in the spring the sal t man
also took to peddling fish from Bear Lake.
In fact,

11

she said, "I still like them."

"He was as regular as spring .

4

Mrs . Clar a Me rz writ es:

My fa th er and brother would go t o Bear Lake and
get fish (suckers) most l y whi ch they sold. I cannot say
that I enjoyed eating the Suckers very much because of the
man y bones in them.

We were t oo busy hunting for the

bones to e nj oy the fish. They were n~t as good as trout
but still a good fish that sold well.
John Godfrey mad e the statemen t about the Bea r Lake Mullet (he
drove ove r a nd bought them himse l f for a cent and a ha l f apiece), ''It
was better than ea tin g a ll pig me at . . . we had plenty of time to pick
out the bones. "

6

Along with the fish, butchered beef , pork , vea l and

mutton were also peddl e d.

l

Elizabe th Yeates.

2
Emil Gesse l.

3

clara Merz,

letter,~·

4
Mrs. Wi ll iam Checke tt s, interviewed in Providence, Utah, October
18, 1965.
5
Merz.

6
Godfr ey.
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Today we here in America have thin gs so convenient .

Just recently

the auth or went to the supermarket for meat.

Every cut, grind, size,

shape, type, flavor and price were available.

Everything from l amb

patti e s to barbequed fish and poultry was t here for the customer.

But

before they had the music - filled supermarkets and th e many running feet
of cooled showcases, where was fresh meat obtained?

There were two ways:

slaughter one of your own animals or buy it fresh from a peddler.

If a

family slaughtered its own, three to four days in a cool pantry was the
limit.

meat.

Smoking, curing, and salting were the main ways of preserving

The author recalls the salt barrel that stood in the corner of

the back porch at his home.
common.
up.

This was after refrigeration was quite

In the fall of the year a pork or two were butchered and cut

A wooden barrel was half filled with water.

an egg in the barrel.
began pouring in salt.

Then his mother placed

Natura ll y the egg sank to th e bottom.

It was the author's job to slowly stir it.

Slowly the egg came to the top a nd fl oa ted like a cork.

It was now

salty enough and the cuts of pork were laid down in the brine.
the meat kept until it was finally eaten .
pork had to soak.
ing meats.

Then she

Thus

Like the salted sucke rs, the

This is related to show one of the means of preserv-

But as many of the people commented, they grew so tired of

salt pork and smoked hams, they welcomed fresh me a t.

Many residents

did not have beef of their own and the fresh red meat delivered to their
door was very handy.
Those who peddled f r esh meat did a good business.
butchered one day and peddled the next.

The beef was

In the hot summertime, if the

animal was not sold by noon, they had to cut the prices to get rid of
it before it spoiled.
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Pete rMaughan and James Buttars slaughtered beef and peddled fres h
cuts door to door around the first decade of the century.

It may have

sold for ten to twelve cents a pound but is not known for sur e.

Mos

Andreasen also peddled fresh meat once a week in Clarkston and nearby
towns.

During threshing time when twenty to thirty men were working,

Mr. Andreasen made two trips a day .
2
ate a lot of bee£. 11

He said "The men worked hard and

Elmer Smith of Lakota butchered beef, pigs , and veal and peddled
it around the Bear Lake are a.

Fresh meat sold for 8y to lOy a pound.

He

also peddled eggs, often trading meat fo r eggs and selling them on his
route. 3
Around 1900 peddlers carne to Cache Valley selling small barrels of
foodstuffs .

The barrels were made from c ur ved wooden staves, and held

in place with small iron or brass bands .

in diameter and e i ghteen inches high .
a variety of foods.

These small wooden barrels held

One barrel may hold pickles, another beans or rice,

dry tapioca, sego or sorihrn.

These were bought and

~

family's winter food supply.

1

They were about twelve inches

laid away for the

4

Rosetta L. Buttars, interviewed in Clarks ton, Utah, November 13,

1965.
2
Mos Andre asen, interviewed in Logan, Utah, November 20, 1965.
3

Mr. Sorenson.

4

Hansen.
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Dairy Products

Fruits and vege ta bles were the main items peddl ed, but fo ll owi ng a
c l ose second was dair y products .

The first account was given by the late

John A. Is rae l sen in Hyrum, Ut a h on May 16, 1964 .
During the l a tter half of the 1890's Andrew Martin Israelsen
owne d a d air y at Sheep Creek about seven miles south-east of the Hardware Ranch , up Blacksmith Fork Canyon .

Large amounts of cheese and

butte r were processed durin g the summer months, and peddled through out
Cache Val l ey and into Ogden Va ll ey and even into Ogden.

In ear l y s pring

male membe rs of the Israelsen family wer e found as far away as Cl a r ks ton,

Utah, collecting a c ow or tw o from the l ocal farmers and herding them to
the grass y mead ows of She e p Creek.

Mr . Israelsen the n s o li c it ed young

wome n, sixteen to s event een year s of age , and moved the m t o the dairy

to milk cows and make th e dairy products.

Asking why they hir ed girls

instead of boys, he stated, "They wer e bet t er workers and l ess expens ive ."

Ten to eighteen g irls went to the dairy every spring and stayed un til
the cows we r e returned home i n the fal l.

They brought their own be d-

rolls and were furnished meals and sleeping quarters.

Each gir l was

assigned a cert ain number of cows to milk morning and ni ght, plus certain

c hores pe rtaining to the making and cur i ng of cheese and butt e r.

They

were paid $1.50 to $2.50 a week .
Aft er each milking, the milk wa s poured into long wooden tr oughs
and mixed with rennet .

Curds f or med and the whey was drained off .

The

new cheese was packed into cheese hoo ps a nd placed on rip ening she l ves
twe nty - five to thirty-feet long .

Thes e chunks of chee s e , weighing

twenty- five to t hi rt y-fi ve pounds, were turned dail y for proper aging.
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This process was repeat ed morning and night.

The herd of 150 to 170

milch cows r e quired a gr ea t de al of care and work.
When e nough cheese was ripe and f r es h sweet cr e am butter churned,

Mr. Israe ls en l oa ded his wagon in the evening, ready fo r peddling in
Huntsville, Eden, Liberty, and possibly Ogde n, during the next few days.
The cheese and but t er was kept cool by placing green willow branches over
the dairy products and th en placing wet burlap over the willows.

Earl y

mo rning until late in the a f t e rnoon to ok them over Ant Flat, down th e
south fork of the Ogden Riv e r, and into Ogden Valley.

He r e at Huntsvill e ,

Eden and Liberty the pr oducts were peddl ed door to door.
so ld fr om

9~

to

10 ~

a pound, and butter

12~

to

14 ~

The cheese

a pound.

Regular

customers were e stablished and looked forward to the de liv ery of these
muc h desired products .

At times the cheese and butter were traded for

eggs, which were sold a t o ther doors, or returned to th e ranch for use

ther e, or peddled in Cache Va ll ey.

Dairy products wer e als o peddled by

Mr . Israe ls e n and sons to Hyrum, Providenc e , Wellsville, Logan, Smi t hfield, and so on catching most of th e small communities in Cache Valley.

In the fall of the year the cows we r e turn ed and the us e of them
was paid for in cheese and butter.

A daily production char t was kept

for each animal and the owne r s paid

~ccordingly.

returned to their homes.

The hir e d gi rls also

It may be of worth here to mention tha t young

men from the Valley came to t he dairy often and visited with the hired
g irls o n Sunday.

It was common to see the young couples visi ting,

hiking, or horseback riding.
lvith the large amount of skim milk, buttermilk, and whey, many a
hog wa s fatt e ned for the slaughterhouse.

It was not uncommon t o drive

thirty to fort y head of pigs up Blacksmith Fork Canyon t o be fatt e ned
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on the dairy's by-products.

It was an a ll day drive (early morning

until dark) to herd the swine up the eighteen mi l e canyon, stopping now
and then to rest under the willows.
Just before the turn of the century the Israelsen Dairy was moved
from Sheep Creek to the present site of the Hardware Ranch (which received its name f rom the Hardware Company of Brigham City, owned by Peter
Madsen a nd Son).

It was while living at the Hardware Ranch that the

Israelsen family became acquainted with the fruit and fish peddlers on
their way t o and from Bear Lake and vicini t y.

From the f irst fruit and

vegetab l es in the early summer t o the first solid freeze, th e peddler's
white wagon tops and smoke f r om their campfires could be seen all up and
down th e canyon.

1

To show the amount of trav e l this canyon did receive, a toll gate

was placed at the mouth of Blacksmith's Fork Canyon leading t o Bear Lake .
The residents of Hyrum were put in charge of it.
vehicle for a round trip ,

35~

one way and

15~

The rate was

for horseback.

50~

per

From 1873

to 1890 (1 7 years) the rec ei pts amounted to $18,000. 2
At times peddlers stopped at the Israelsen Dair y for hors e feed
and pasture for the night.
dairy for
too mild.

25~

to

35~.

They could also obtain a hearty meal at the

Frequently they bought cheese and you'd hear, "Nope,

Nope, that's too mild .

I'll take some of that."

That's the one, that ' s good and nippy.

3

1
John A. I sra elsen , interviewed in Hyrum, Utah, May 16, 1964.

:;,illis A. Dial (c omp il e r) "Chrono l og ical Survey of Activities
Within Cache Valley to 1884," 1949- 50. In possession of author .
3

Israelsen .
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Father Israels e n gav e J ohn A. an as s ignment t o as s i st th e frui t

peddlers.

From the ranc h to t he t op of the Da nish Du gway (about ei ght

miles) was a long st ee p g r ade .

J ohn' s j ob was to har ness the horse,

Na n cy , and help pull the one t o t wo tons of produce to th e summit.
peddlers paid $1.50 f or each trip up.

The

Mo st of the pe ddl er s were fa rme rs

themselves, and the onl y way to sell the ir cro p was pe ddl ing door to
d oor. 1
Of int e r est he r e is the The ur e r Dair y i n Log an Canyon .
John M. Th e urer began gr azi ng be ef in Pr ov idenc e Cany on.

In 1885

John's fa ther,

Frederick The ur e r, ab out tha t time, bought a Ho lst e in bull fr om the
L.D.S. Church and bro ugh t h im t o Pr ov i denc e .

In th e s prin g of 1887

the dairy st oc k and bul l was moved t o a s umme r rang e in Logan Canyon .

This is r e ported to be th e firs t grazing in Logan Canyon by white men.
The dair y wa s l ocated at t he mout h of Littl e Co tt onwoo d Ho l low, abou t one half mil e up f r om the o l d Boy Scout Lodge.

The re we r e a bout thirty t o

forty he ad of milch c mvs and a large numb e r of hors es a nd range cat tl e

and a few hogs.
Later this dair y wa s moved t o a sit e about one-half mi le below the
bridge leading into the old C. C. C. Camp.

He re, becaus e of t he dema nd,

the dairy herd was incr eased from forty t o e ighty cows.

Some of the se

also were rented from farmer s in the Vall e y and taken on a share pro fit

basis.

This dairy likewi se had da ir y ma ids.

The entire herd was mi lked

by thes e g irls who als o ca r ed f o r the mi l k , cr e am and butt er.
they churne d t wenty to t we nty-five pounds of butter.

1

Isra e l sen.

Each day

Some of this butt e r,
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along with milk, cream and fresh beef were marketed right there in the
canyon.

The main market was in Salt Lake City .

The butter was molded

in one pound rolls, wrapped in cheese cloth and packed in heavy wooden
refrigerated boxe s.

Ice was added to the center for r ef rigeration .

Each

icebox held about forty pounds of butter and each week a wagon train
delivered its load t o Logan for shipment to Sa l t Lake.

Ice was hauled

up the canyon on the return trip and stored in sawdust in the cel l a r.

Butter sold for about 20c a po und in those days.

The nearby sawmills

paid in script, but the dairy received cash from the Salt Lake marke t s.
These girls likewise had friends visit them at the dairy on week ends.

Many a happy Sunday afternoon was spent horseback riding, fishing,

hunting or camping.

This industry prospere d for eight years, then came the sheep and
more cattle and soon the area was ove r-grazed and the dairy disco ntinued
its operation.

Since that time beef cattle and sheep have taken over

the grazing in Logan Canyon.

1

One person interviewed stat ed tha t the Bear Lake area als o made

a lot of cheese .

The climate was not well suited for frui ts so they

went into dairy and cattle raising.

They produced a lot of cheese which

wa s traded for fruit, vegetables and honey in Logan, Hyrum and th e

Brigham City area .

2

Many families in those ear l y days had their own milch cows, but
still many did not and dairy produc ts have alwa ys been in demand.

Utah:

1
Kate B. Carter, ed., Heart Throbs of the West, (S al t Lake City,
Daughters of Utah Pioneers, 1944), V, 359-361.
2
Gessel.
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Onc e a week a few of the dairy farme rs from Clarkston poo l ed their
c hees e and butter and sent it t o Co rinne , Utah to trade for sh oes, cloth,

sugar a nd other goods.
we ek came up.

Every farm e r in the pool took his turn whe n his

They left at night s o the butter would not melt.

Corinne, the butter was worth about

15~

a pound.

In

This was done for a

number of ye a rs in the 1890's. 1
When the rich placer mines of Montana were opened, Cache Valley
found a ready market for their dairy products.

Along with dairy products,

flour, gra in, and garden produce found a ready sale .

Thousands of

dol l ars worth of foodstuffs found their way to the mines.

Likewis e

thousands of dollars returned to Cache Va lley, along with other much
needed goods.

Horses, wagons, and tools poured into Cache Valley in

exchange for their agriculture.

2

During the latter part of the 19th Century there were seven c oal
mines in operation between Woodruff, Utah and Evanston, Wyoming.

peddled fruits, vegetables and dairy products to the miners there.

Many

3

Even as far back as 1863 when Colonel Conner came into Cache
Valley, the pioneers would

11

rush to the square with butter, eggs, milk

and such things" to be traded for blankets and other articles of clothing. 4

1
Godfrey.

2
Willard Conr ad Jenson, History of Logan, 43.
Utah State University, Special Collections.
3

M. A. The sis, 1927.

Martha Bryson, interviewed in Providence, Utah, October 18, 1965.

4

Jensen, 42.
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Salt and Ice Cream

J ohn Yeate s recalls as a youth that every Sunday morning a Mr.
James from Mil lville peddled ice cream.
coming.

A small bell announced his

l

"B ig" cones sold for 5¢.

An other loca l peddler and one who did a good business was the
salt peddler.

One of the known salt pedd lers was Martin J. Neilson.

He was kn own as

11

The Salt Man."

He used a team and wagon and journeyed

down t o the sho res of Great Salt Lake .
to Cache Va lle y .

Filling his wagon, he r eturned

He hauled it to Nibley where he had a small salt mill.

The mill was operated by one horse walking in a circle.

Mr. Neilson had

devised a mach anical whip to prod the horse at intervals to keep him
going.

The salt he peddled was used for cattle, ice cream freezers and

table us e.

Sa lt for the table was ground very fine.

2

How colorfu l it must have been to see the small wagon approaching

and to hear the ti.nkling of the bell used by Mr. Neilson to advertise
his coming.

He used a small set of steps which enabled him to climb

easi ly into the back of his wagon.

There he had a small scale with

which to we igh out the desired amount of salt. 3
to find out how much salt sold fo r.

It had been difficult

Mrs. Charles C. Anderson from whom

this information was collect ed could not recall the price of salt.

Mrs.

1
J ohn B. Ye ates, interviewed in Nibley, Utah, November 2, 1965.
2
Mrs. Char les C. Anderson, interviewed in Millville, Utah, October
20, 19 65 .

3

Ibid.
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Elizabeth Yeates said the salt sold for 25 c to 30c a fifty pound bag . 1
Martin J. Nei lson,

11

The Salt Man, 11 in his l ast ye ar s was asked by

his children if they could take his picture and have a write-up about
him in the paper.

They felt that i t wou ld be of inter est to many to

r e ad of his peddling experiences.

When his fam ily approached him for a

pictur e he said, "No, th ey will take my picture _.Lwhich was to appear in
2
the pape_E/ and use i t in the outhouse and I don't want that."

He

stopped selling around 1905.
Marsha l Allen f r om Par adise went to the "Salt Mines" by Gre at Salt
Lake and staked off a small plot.
hauled them to Paradise.

He cut lar ge chunks of salt and

The chunk salt was used as it was for cattle.

The smaller salt was used for making ice cream and still o ther was gr ound

more fine for table salt.

Mr. Allen peddled his salt throughout Cache

Va ll ey, around the 1890's and early 1900 ' s.

If memory does not betray

Mr . All en , he thinks the salt sold for about 50c a fifty pound bag. 3
Honey wa s peddled by a few bu t so many had th e ir own hiv e s ther e
was not a big market .

Book peddlers Yiere fairly common around 1890 to 1915.

4

The r ail-

r oads r eached many areas by the 1890's which made the shipment of books

1
Elizab e th Yeates .
2
And ers on .

4

Hansen.
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much cheaper and faster.
themselve s .

Many book peddlers made quite a nuisanc e of

At times when the pe ddler was seen coming the members of

the household hid , so as to escape his visit.

But even though they

were at times a nuisance, the books were enjoyed by many .

peddl e rs were not from Cache Valley.

Most book

A few came from Salt Lake and

Ogden, but the majority came in on the train from the East or the West
Coasts.

These out -siders came in, hired a small wagon or buggy and hit

th e outlying areas of a larger community.

They went out from towns such

as Provo, Ogden, and Logan .

In the outlying areas the books were enjoyed very much e spec ially
if the book seller l e t the prospec t ive buyer browse and look.
Mary Beckstead, while a young girl, lived a few miles from Provo.
Many book sellers came around.

She claimed books were very scarce and

they were so happy to have the bookman s t op.

1

Elizabeth Yeates remembe r ed the bookman also.

She claims there were

so many they became a nuisance, although "the books were enjoyed by many ."

Book agents came t hr ough Cache Va ll ey in the e arly 1900' s asking
young peo pl e to sell for them.

One particular salesman knocked at door

and asked a young lady to buy his book for $5.00 , and then wanted her
to sell it around town.
mission .

She would get the book free and a smal l com -

Her mother felt this would be a chance for a l ittle emp l oyment,

which was needed badly right then.

The l ast $5.0 0 in th e house purchased

the book and the daughter began covering the town.
had done the same thing to other-s in the commun it y .

She found the salesman
She could no t sell

1
Mary Beckstead, i nt erviewed in Nibley, Utah, November 2, 19 65.
2

Elizabeth Yeates .

2
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the book and the last $5.00 in the house was go ne.
One g immick to sell e nc yc l opedias was t o put a small land deed
al ong with the books.

Book se ll ers f r om the West Coast sold a small lot

with each set of encyclop ed ias.

All was legal, the deed was authentic.

The l and was just a short .ways from Long Beach , California and "would be
a n ic e place to build and retire in their old age."
near Long Beach , but it was wast e land in thos e days.

Actually it was
The waste land,

later, turned out to be Signal Hi ll and o il was discovered on it.

who had bought small lots la ter sold them f or as much as $3000.

Some

2

Shortly after the turn of th e century John A. Israelsen obtain ed
a contract from the Cache Knitting Mills to sell knitted goods in Northern
Utah, Idaho, and Montana .

He trave l ed by rail from Logan t o Pocat e ll o ,

Idaho, and to Bil lings, Anaco nda, and Butte, Montana.
t o door.

He trav e l e d door

His companion, Archie Graham, and he would call at a home and

make an appointmen t to meet when the men folk were home .

At the app ointed

t ime they displayed thei r goods, made the sales, measured for size, t ook
orders, and r eceived a small deposit.

to be fi ll ed.

These orde rs were mailed to Log an

The sales constit uted mostly men's black or gray all-wool

underwear, with some black and white swea ters for the women.
was done with miners and railroad workers.
a saloon in Butte, Montana.

1
Merz .
2
Hansen .

Most business

One evening they walked into

With th e aid of two of the l ar gest me n
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pu lling on the gar ment, t hey proved the garments were of good quality
and long wear i n g .
night.

As a result of this test t hey sold many orders that

Those in the mines pr eferr ed black underwear as it would not

s how the dirt.

The und erwea r so ld fo r thi rtee n t o fourt een dollars a

pair .
In Pocat e llo, I daho a t one time Mr. I srae lsen took the me asurements

of a young l ady for a knitted swea t e r.
continued down the str eet sellin g.

Sh e pai d a sma ll deposit and he

A few minute s lat e r a shot was heard .

Mr. Israelsen and Mr. Gr aham retr aced their s t e ps t o t he home of the
young lad y who had ord e red the sweater.
dead.

She lay in a pool of blood ,

He r husband had come home, heard what she had don e , and shot her

on the spot. Not slowl y , they l ef t the neighborhood. 1
With the two or three dollar de posit, Cache Knitting Mi ll s s ent the
garmen t parc e l post C. O.D.

If the customer could not afford the balance

or did not wan t the arti c l e , it was return ed, the small deposi t paid

the postage a nd troubl e .
dollars a d ay .

In good time s th e peddler mad e eight t o t en

2

Peddlers came out of Ogden and Salt Lak e dur i ng the summer with a
good stock of c l o th, l ace needles, pins and s cissor s .
itinerant was working Cla r kston, Ut ah .

One parti cu lar

He ca ll e d at the home of Ro setta

Buttars and t o ld her he had s ome ve ry fine cloth on sal e .

Ros etta bought

e nou gh for a dr e ss and that Sunday her da ught e r wore it t o Sunda y School.
A neighbor came up to Mrs. Buttars and sa i d " That damned old peddl e r been

1
2

Israels en .

Ibid .
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to your plac e too?"

She had mad e the same dress for her daughte r. 1

Oscar Lilj e nquist, father of Clara Merz, so ld knitwear for the
Barron Woolen Mills of Brigham City.

He trav e led by horse and buggy

and pretty well cover ed Idaho and Montana.

His daught er claims the re

was a good market and his goods sold well.

He stayed with many peo ple

who treated him and fed him well.

This was in the early 1900's. 2

Simon Kohl e r peddl e r L.D.S. garments ar ound 1918- 1920.

He als o

sold itinerantly for the Barron Woolen Mills ou t of Brigham City, Utah.
He used a small one-hors e buggy and went door to door.

He hail e d f rom

Providence and his son said he may have made two t o three dollars a day. 3
Hyrum Naylor peddl ed rubber goods in the 1920 ' s.

He sold rubber

aprons (which sold we ll around canning time), sponges , covers and rubber

floor mats.

He claims to have made about $2.50 per day.4

A littl e incident which might be appropriate her e is the stor y of
when Mr. Naylor was chas ed by a dog.
just knocked.

No one answered.

He was at a front porch and had

He was ready to knock again when out of

the corner of his eye he saw a lar ge dog making a vicious attack.

Mr.

Nay lor quickly opened the screen doo r, the n th e front door and stepped
into the hous e without waiting for an invitation.

sooner closed when the dog hit it go ing full speed.

The screen door no

The dog smashed

thr ough the screen wire and was soon standing in the room occupied by

1

Buttars.

~erz.
3
4

Fred Kohler, interviewed in Providenc e , Utah, Octobe r 20, 1965.

Naylor.
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Mr. Nay lor.

He ran through the house with al l the s peed he had and out

the back door .

On his way out he had mind enough to s l am not on l y the

sc r een door shut, but the back d oor as well.

This stopped the angry

canine, but Mr. Nay lor did not stop until he had cross ed the back yar d
and was safely on another street.

1

Quite a number of l ocal pe ople s o ld silk s t ockings, si lverware,
books, brand name good s; just about anything that would se ll.
th ey co uld make a littl e on t o keep thei r fami lies.

Anything

Two hard times , right

after the First World War and during the depression , people sold anything
they could t o support th eir fami l ies .

2

Mor e up t o date, in 1936 Glen McGregor left Lo gan in a 1933
Plymouth and headed towa rds Rock Springs, Wyoming.
filled with samples.,
hose.

He had two suitcas e s

one with a leather j acke t, blankets, sweat e rs and

The oth e r contained knitted dre sses and rayon and woo l bl e nd kni t s .

He sold out of Ogden f or t he Intermountain Knitting Mill s.

He said,

" Many college boys wor ked their way through college at two hundr ed to
three hundred dollars a summer by se lli ng. "
City , Ogden and Loga n.

They sold out of Sa lt Lake

This was mainly before and aft er the de pres sion.

During the depr ession times were hard and few people made e nough to put
much in clothes.

Mr. McGregor used th e co llege sc holarship pitch.
mad e $2 0 profit .

First day out he

He s aid, "He was very ha ppy a nd pleased with hims e lf." 3

1
Naylor.
2

Ibid.

3
Glen McGregor, int e rvi ewed i n Logan, Utah, Octo ber 15, 1965.
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He had grown tired of farm work and as a farm-hand had mad e about $25 a
month .

Now he was out on his own and had made $20 the first day.

Once

he s at up his d is pla y in the doorway of a v ery fashion ab l e store in New
York .

He and his compan i on were r e adil y moved, but not before they had

shown enough goods to take some orde rs .

samples on .

He had small dolls with his

If a lady came out of a store wi th out a package he stopped

her and showed he r hi s goods.

In 19 38 his se lling j ob made him $6 000.

He so ld to beauty operato rs, tel e ph one oper a t or s, nur ses and sales
c l erks .

The se we r e the ones who had steady incomes during the depr ess i on,

and abou t th e on ly ones who kept him in business . 1
The selling trade was not a ll pe aches and cream fo r Mr. McGregor
and pa rtne r.

One particular time their funds were so l ow and business

so poor they s pe nt th eir l a st 30¢ for breakfast and the n went to l i ving
off gr een apples .
gas s tations.
d own payment.

At nig ht they sle pt in their car and cleaned up in

This l asted until they sold a dr es s a nd r ece ived a $10
2

Me dici ne, Eye Doctors and De nt i sts

Like earl y America, Cac he Val l ey also had hawke r s of medicines .
There we r e med i cine men, herb ped dl e rs, tr aveling dentists and eye doctors.

There were two main typ e s of medicine itinerants that worked Cache Va ll ey .:
one g roup , those who came from other parts of the sta t e or na ti on, these
were genuine medicine men ;

~cGregor.

they who used the brightly co l or e d wagon,
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gasoline torches and had a big s peil,

they were outsiders.

They were

the one s who had big crowds turn out just for the entertainment.

The other t ype of medicine ped dl er was the local or near loc al
person.

These were the ones who made their own homemade medicines and

as a rule peddled them in a quiet, respectful fashion.

They did not

put on a show or any slight of hand tricks, they did not draw a crowd.
They went door to door and a few did not collect if the pati ent was not
cured or eased.
Another name for medicine peddlers was Kicka-poos.

siders on their way thr ough the valley.

These were out -

Handbills were passed out;

sometimes a barker would hit the town first and spread the word of a
l

"doc tor."

Now in ear ly days in the Church the meetinghouse was the gathering
place and this is where the medicine men also went.

The actual selling

of the medicine was preceeded by a side-show or a slight of hand performance.

This was t o attract the peop l e .

Before the days of movies, radio

o r television, this was a gr e at form of entertainment and many turned
out just for the show.

Af t er the performance the medicine was brought

out and its healing powers elaborated upon in great detail.

Pills,

linarnents, salves, tonics, and ointments might be a s peciality of any
medicine man.

Some medicine was sold but the local peop l e turn e d out

mainly for the get-together and the entertainment.
to do.

It was something

2

Als o in the early 1900's a woman's t onic ca ll ed Vi - A-Va was peddled
in Cache Va ll ey.

It was guaranteed to "tone up" a woman, to make her

1
Mrs . Leon C. Alder, interviewed in Providence, Utah, October 18, 1965.
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"warm and g l ow. "

Th is so ld for one dollar a bottle.

By the way this

woman ' s tonic had a very high alcohol c ontent.

The famous Watkins Products also were distributed in the area by
local peddlers .

Elmer Tibbe t s peddled this brand for years with his

horse and buggy outfit.

He sold just shortly after the turn of the

century up until about 1919.
flavorings, linaments.

In his goods he sold pepper, spices,

He always gave a package of ch ewing gum to the

fami l y on his calls whether or not they made a purchase.
quite a clientele by always giving a smal l gif t.

He built up

If they were extra

good customers he gave some other small gi ft. 2
A t y pe of pine syrup, appropriately called "Piney11 was a l so mar -

keted door to door.

This was to cleanse the system and tone up the body. 3

There is no doubt that many of these medicines did tone up the
bod y .

The high alcohol content accomplished this.
Gypsi es also came through the valley selling but mostly trading.

" They stole more than anything e ls e ."4

A gypsy once told Mrs. Yeates '

mother (who had a huge goiter hanging on her neck) that the goiter would
go away if she would give them a (beautiful and expensive) t ablecloth.
Undoubtedly the mother was very anxious to rid herse lf of such an unsigh tly thing so she secretly gave them the tablecloth.

For years the

family wondered where the prized tabl ec l oth had disappear ed to.

1Hansen.
2Naylor.
3
4

Hans e n.

Elizabe th Yeates.

Needless
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to s ay , the pr omise did not have any effect.

1

One of the most well-known l oca l me dicine ped dl e rs was Mrs. Mary
J. Checke tts of Provid ence.

Al ong with he r fruits and vegetab l es she

also peddl ed he r own homemade r emed i es.

Traveling in a one -h orse buggy,

she cover ed most of Cache Valley .

One of her specialites was a remedy

for Bright ' s Dis ea se (Nephr i t is ).

Mr . William Checketts, her son ,

claims she had good results with her medici ne .
on a money-b ack g uarant ee .

I f the patients were relieved or regained

their health, she asked a nomina l f ee .
ed.

This med icine was so ld

I f not helped, she never co ll ec t-

She a ls o made other home-remed ies from herbs, roo ts , bar k and l e aves .
" Ther e were o ther tr ave ling dentists, herb peddlers and med i c i ne

men who claimed they poss e s sed medicines which would cur e anything.
The s e cure - alls sold quite cheap." 3
At o ne home the author was explai n ing he was from the Univ er sity.
The one being interviewed said he was a cquainted with many up there.

At this the author asked if he knew a Dr . Geo rge Ellsworth .

Quickly

the man 's wife spoke up and s aid, "Ye s, I believe I remember him -wa sn ' t he that old her b and medi cine pe ddl e r ?"

Eye d octors also pass ed through Cache Va ll ey.

Many old-time r s

claimed they just kept trying on diff er ent g lasses until they found th e
pa ir that felt best.

They mainly just magni f i ed to he lp the perso n

read be tter .

1Elizabeth Yeates.
2Mr s . William Checketts .
3

Elizabeth Ye ates .

2
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From John Clark Dowdle 's Diary we s ee mention of an eye do ctor.
"I went to Logan toda y for the first time i n a month . . . Doctor Jones

of Lo gan the Ocu lust called the even ing.
1
of g lasses by t radi ng some old one."
Ther e was a Doctor Ondy
cally.

2

Ma traded him out of a pair

who passed through Cache Va lley periodi -

Whe re he was from or how much he charged no one remembered .

But

he d id make visits t o this area and fitted many people with glasses .
Dentists

As Utah became more se ttl ed, travel ing den t i sts made their r ounds

periodically .
Valley .

In 1864, the Isaac Dunford family migrated to Salt Lake

He was cal l ed by the L.D.S. Church t o help settle Bear Lake .

The winter of 1865-1866 was severe and the t wo o lder Dunfo rd boys,
William and Al ma , could not f ind work .
(Gr eat Salt Lake City).
H. H. Sharp.

They decided to tr y "the ci t y"

In Salt Lake, Alma became a n a pprentice t o Dr.

In a short whi l e he became a very a ble de ntist .

During t his pe riod of Utah's History, th er e were very few den ti s ts,

so Alma acqu i r ed a d ental kit and began going f rom town to town .
trave l ed throu gh the Utah territory from Ma lad to St. George.

He

He un-

pack ed and s tayed in a town j ust l ong enough t o catch up on th e needed
de n tal work .

Then he packed and moved on.

The author quotes to give

a mor e vivid de scription of the dentists trave ls.

The following is a

l e tt e r writt e n by Alma Dunford to his father at Bear Lake in Octobe r 1872.

1
John C. Dowdel, "J ournal of J ohn C. Dowdl e, " Joel E. Ricks Co ll ec ti on of Transcriptions (Utah State Univers ity Special Coll ec tions Library,
Lo gan, Utah), IX, 276 .

~erz .
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I intend staying here ( Beave r, Octob er 10, 1872)
till next Saturday, then from here I go to Cedar City;
s top a wee k, fr om there to Toquervill e ; and next place

in my wi fe 's arms at St. George. I wi ll stop longer
at thes e places if there is business enoug h to pay.
You can't imagine what I have to pass thro ugh to make

my little mone y . I t requires e ner gy, packing and unpacki ng and out in a ll kinds of weathe~. I r eceive
several l e tte~ a week from my wifey , Jd a ughter of
Brigham Youn~/ and of cours e they cheer me and I i nt e nd
to be with her in three week s. It is very l onesome
traveling and working, and I am going to quit it soon. 1

In 1877 Mr. Alma Dunford was ca lled to a mission in Eng l and.

He

r e t urned, s et up an offic e in Salt Lake and practiced until 191 7 .

He

never returne d t o peddling his services on the road again . 2
Toothaches wer e common.

w

Simpl e remedies such as lapdanum, ( a

tincture of opium), oi l of peppe rmint, or heat gave r e li ef on l y for a
short time .
t ooth .

The only sure way of relief was by pulling the de cayed

This was usually performe d by the town blacksmith or tin smith ,

with cr ude home made t ools .

maker also pull ed teeth.

Many a mid - wife, barber, bis ho p or harness

A kitche n chair was placed out doors in the

summertime or on th e back porch in the winte r.

The pati e nt would sea t

hims e lf, take a firm grip on the c hair and hang on.

The "d enti st "

fetched his forceps, or i f he was a blacksmith or h arne s s maker he took
a pair of pli e rs off t he tab l e a nd be gan .

Some did rinse them off.

One

old gen tleman heated his, then wip ed them off on his dirty leathe r apron
before putting them in the pati en t's mouth.

They pull ed until a whole

head of teeth was out or unti l the patient cou l d stand no more.

1
Utah:
2

Oft en

Kate B. Car ter, ed . , Treasures o f Pi oneer Histor y, (Salt Lake Ci t y,
Daughters of Utah Pioneers, 1956), V, 87.

Ibid., 88.
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a dentist with a little more background lance d the gum around the tooth
before removing it.

After a number of weeks, or until the gums were

healed, the patient sought out a den tist who could make ''stor e teeth''

to replace his old ones.

If one was not close enough they waited until

an itinerant dentist came through and then had the teeth made.
An Aunt of Clara Merz had all her teeth extr acted by an itine rant
den tist and a week later returned with her dentures .

ple te success.

They were a com-

They fit well and she used them for years.

1

Rosetta L. Buttars t ells of an itinerant dentist ( a Mr . Stover)
came t o thei r home and removed her mother ' s t ee th.

A few weeks lat e r

he came again, made a plaster of paris impression and then made th e de n-

tures right in their own home.
hea d of sheep .

This set of teeth cos t her fath er thirty

She said money was t oo scarce.

Her mother wore th e

dentures sixty years. 2
Dr. Byron L. Kesler was the first dentist to o pen an o ffic e in

Ce nt e rvill e , Utah.

This was in 1881 . 3

Th is shows that traveling dentists or local men did a great deal
of dentistry.

Other dentists lived in th e larger towns and pe ri od i ca lly

traveled to t he out - of - the-wa y places.

According to Isabl e B. Brun son

East Millard County depended on traveling densits up until about 1913. 4

2
3
4

Buttars.

Kate B. Carter, Treasur es of Pioneer History, V, 107.
Kate B. Carter , ed., Treasur e s of Pioneer History, V, 113.
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Dr. Christie and Dr. Lorenzo Foutz wer e trave l ing dentists.

They

always staye d a week or so at th e Jensen ' s Ho t e l in Sevier County.

J.

Jensen , owner of the hotel, had al l his teeth crowned with gold in
e xchange f o r board and room.

1

In the sparsely set tl ed regions of South Eas t ern Idaho de nti sts were
als o itinerants.

Ve r y littl e is r ecorded on dentists in Cache Val l ey, thu s these
a ccounts were inserted.

Cache Valley and the surrounding area was an

out of the way place similar to those citie s, therefor e it can be assumed

traveling dentists supplied the needs of many ou tlying areas for years.
Manufactured and Miscellaneous Goods

Utah's peddlers can be classified into three general categories:
first, the local peddler; secondly, those who came out o f Ogden or Salt
Lake, peddling manufactured goods; and thirdly, those who came into the
state from other parts of the nati on.

The first group peddled locall y.
grown fruit, produce and some services.
but lived ''over the hill."

in Ogden or Salt Lake .

They sold l oca l or near local home
The second group were Utahns

They were from th e larger Utah cities, living

Their families and home s were the re.

peddled in outlying town s and valleys.

But they

They usually had a specific route

which took a few days up to a couple of weeks to make.

They sold mostly

manufactured goo ds, traveled in a wagon and camped by themselves.

l

Kate B. Carter, ed., Treasures of Pioneer History, V, 116.

Often
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they were of Jewish descent.

Having trav eled the same r oute a number of

years th ey became well known to those they sold to.

But as the years

have passed, most of th e names have been forgotten, as well as the prices.
Mos t old-timers claim there were many peddlers.

Valley most of the time.

They were crossing th e

They wer e so common people just took them for

granted , never dreaming that they might be a thing of th e past.

There-

fore, they have been greatly forgotten.
The third group wer e thos e who came from other parts of the nation.
Some came in wagons (such as the medicine man) but most came on the train.
Many of these peddlers came to Logan, stayed at the hotel and went out

from there.

They rent e d a small buggy for $1.00 a day and in a few days

covered the whole Cache Valley area.
Jewish.

Many of these outsiders were als o

1

Fortunately, a book was made availabl e (through inter library loan
from Duke University) which was written by a pe ddler who came through
Utah and later wrote his story of peddling.

In his book The Pack Peddler,

he writes of his experiences among the Mormons.

He was one of the out -

siders who came through on the train, and stopped long enough to canvass
the area.

At the turn of th e 20th Centu ry Mr. Provol decided he would like to
try the West.

He had peddled embro id ered shirtwa ist s and patterns

throughout Illinois, Wisconsin, and Michigan.
many as twenty-five pers ons working und e r him.

attrac ted him to Salt Lake City, Utah .

1

Hansen.

At times he had had as
A home seekers excursion

As a boy he had pe ddl e d bananas
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to the immigrants on their way to Salt Lake City and also t o the "Mormon "

missionaries.

He shipped several thousand patterns to Salt Lake City

and with six of his best agents went West.

Stepping off the train in

Utah ' s capitol he saw a huge sign across the street by a window.

It

read "$5.00 embroide red shirtwaist patterns now being slaughtered to
$1.50. "

1

This was very discouraging to them after their big investment

and traveling the long distanc e .

To take the cr minds off th e ir problems

Mr. Provol took th e whole crew out to Salt Air.

Here they had an e nj oy -

able swim and marveled how one could no t sink in the br iny waters of the

Grea t Salt Lake.
The next morning Mr. Provol decided t o try peddling his wares .
went to a "fine residential district" in Salt Lake City .

He

A pleasant

elder ly lady opened the door at his first house and invit ed him in.
There on the wall was a portrait of Brigham Young.

He made this comment.

"For the first time in my life, I was in a Mormon home."

2

Even though a store in downtown Salt Lake had a big sale on shir twaist patt e rns the lady had never seen one.

She invited in a few ne ighbor

friends and Mr . Pr ovo l sold his immediate supply in the first home he
called at.

He returned to the city and found his crew out, sightseeing,

and enjoying an organ recital at the Mormon Tabernacle.

The next morning

they each went in different directions and sold their supply l ong before
evening .

1

2

Provol, 150.

Ibid., 152.
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Later Mr. Provol's brother, Jack (who later settled in Provo, Utah
and became a prosperous me rchant) met him in Salt Lake City and they
traveled to the outlying areas in a rented team and wagon.

I will quote

from Mr. Provol's book The Pack Peddler giving his impressi on of the
Mormon people.
We found the Mormons both hospitable and congenial.
Whenever visiting one of the homes near noontime, th ey
would invariably invite us to eat with them. They would even

unhitch our horses, put them in their stable and fill the stall
with alfalfa. It is a part of their religion to take care of
the traveller within their gates. At the very first farm house
we visited, a very pleasant old lady appeared at the kitchen
door and cordially invited us t o have dinner with the family.
This family's name was Jansen. They had immigrated from Sweden
several years before, settling on the little Utah farm. It is
needless to say that Mr . Jansen was astonished when I informed
him that I, too, was born in Sweden.
That afternoon there was to be a conference of several
Mormon women. Mrs. Jansen suggested that I wait and show my
patterns to them. This I did, and sold almost every woman
present either one or two patterns.

I found that they had gathered to discuss ways and means
of raising five hundr ed dollars for the furnishing of th e new
community center building.

I immed iately conceived an idea of

sugges ting that they take th e agency for my shirtwaist patterns
in that district, allowing them a dollar on each patt e rn sold.

They accepted my proposition.

I shipped five hundred patterns

to Mr . Jansen, who took charge . Within a few weeks 1 time I
received a check . The women had raised the money they needed
and at the same time had made a handsome profit for me.
The Jansens invited us to spend the night in their home
and that evening I learned from Mr. Jansen the first inside

story of the life and migration of the Mormons
The mormons believ e that some day they, with the J ews,

will return to the Ho ly Land.

They are an industrious and

r eligious lot of people and are fi r m believers in the true

brotherhood of man.
Personally, I have always cherished the highest r espec t
for the Mormons. While ther e are a few wealthy Mormons the
ma j ori ty of them are small farm owners .
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Next we proc eeded t o Cahch e

l; iEl

Valley, which is

entirely a Mormon settlement, having seve ral t owns , of
which Log an, with a population of ten thousand is the

county seat.

It is th e ve r y heart of a rich and fertile

va ll ey , the fruit-raising section of the state. He r e th ey
raise de licious pe aches, plums, appl es , and cherri es. There
ar e several important fruit -pac king ho us es and canning es tab-

lishments which ar e well equipped and which giv e empl oyment t o
hundr eds of people.
Practica lly eve ry Mormon home in the valley has its own
bee hiv e s.
I found this out in a very convi ncin g manner.

On e mor ning I had no sooner stepped out of bed than I felt a
sharp sting on my toe. I thought I had accidentally stepped
on a tack and the e ntire tack was i mbed ded in my t oe. When I
pulled it ou t I saw inst ead of a tack, a full-f l edge d bee
stinge r which its zea l ous little owner had left be hind in its
hasty retreat. My t oe swelled rapidly. I summoned the ho te l
clerk t o my aid and he sen t for the local doctor who soon
br ough t out the balanc e of the stinger. The doct or pr oclaimed
me as a f ull-fl edged Mormon, inasmuch as the insignia of the

Mormons is a bee hive . 1

Lat e r he moved on t o Wyoming where he discovered a unique thing abo ut

Utah.
I worked sev eral Wyoming towns, but was no t as succ es sful
as I had been in Utah. Most of th e Mormon women could sew, and
mad e th eir own clothes , but the women of Wyoming knew less about
sewing and , therefo r e, bought ready-made clothes. 2
One of th e truly main it ems peddled in the U. S. was tinware.

The

author had little thoughts that tinware would be manufactur ed and peddled
out here in t h is oasis but it was.

Christophe r Lister Riding along with

his wif e, Maryann Hale, j oined the Latt e r-day Saint Church in England

in 1840.

He was a tinsmith in England by trade and twenty years lat er

found him in St. George whe r e he had been called on a mission.

There was

no t enough busine ss in St. Geor ge t o pr ov id e his fami ly so he purchased

1

2

Pr ovo l, 153-158 .
rbid., 184.
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a small four-wheeled wagon and an ox.

He loaded his wagon with tinware

and tools and began his selling to all the Northern settlements as far
north as Beave r.

Mos t of his sales were for flour, butter, potatoes,

cheese, and other food products.
Because of the difficulty and expense in shipping in shee t tin,

he made his wares from waste tin cans.
cans and metalware for him.

The good peopl e saved all empty

From these he fashioned buckets, mi l kpans,

tin cups, plates, bread cans, lamps, cant eens, coffee pots, washboards,

and other items .

He was truly a master workman.

and Tabernacle in St. George are his works.
Be fo r~

The ball on the Temple

1

e lectricity came in, a lamp peddler traveled through call-

ing door to door, claiming he had a "lamp and wick which would not smoke,
smell, or ever need trimming."

2

One such peddler called at Mary Beckstead 1 s mother ' s home .
had pretty pink ones. 113

They were guaranteed not to smoke.

"He

Her mother

bought some but if they were not careful the wicks still smoked.
As ear ly as the 1880's sewing machines were peddled in the Utah
territory.

In J. C. Dowdle's personal diary we read for March 21 and 22,

1888, "Monday and Tuesday--All f ine and healthfu ll.

Mr. Roberts, the

sewing machine agent came and r ema ined he r e the remainder of the week to

Fri day."

1

4

It is not known if this agent was from Cache Valley.

By the

Kat e B. Carter, ed., Heart Throbs of the West, III, 215-216.

~ood.
3

seckstead.

4
John C. Dowdle, "J ournal of John C. Dowdle," Joel E. Ricks Collection of Transcriptions (Utah Sta t e University Special Collections Library,
Logan, Utah), VIII, 46.
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length of time he stayed he was no do ubt from Salt Lake , Ogden , or eve n
f arther away.
Another men ti on was fo und of a sewing machi ne itinerant.

F l e tcher ma de hi s living by ped dl i ng sewing machines .

A Mr.

This was during

th e fir st t wen ty years of the 20th Cen tur y . 1
Joe Ziler, a peddler from Ogden or Salt Lake (not known), peddled
goo ds in Cache Va lley and wa s happy to trad e them f or hides.

He seemed

to know some l itt le it em would get him a hid e , which of course, he knew

the value of and it was ve r y pr ofi t ab le t o him.
To supplement home income, many peddle d.

2
A Mr . Mendenhall peddled

in th e vall ey , exchanging goods (not known) an d taking them to Salt Lake
for t he cash.

3

Indians a l so peddl ed a t times, although they begge d more.

They

so l d some yardage and then begged fo r t ea, coffee, s ugar and biscuits .
The sq uaws did the begging and the bucks did the selling .

Along wi th

yardage they so ld small Indian - made items and in North e rn Utah th e Indians
sold l ea th er goods .

This was in the 1890 ' s and earl y 1900's.

Rugs were hand - wove n and peddled .
Mr. Charles Checketts peddled his servic es .

He carried in his

buggy a flat s t one , and a sma ll wheel stone that turn ed.
s harpe n just a bout anything. "

"He could

He spent all day going doo r to do or

sharpening scissors , knives and axes .

Mr. Checketts ma de c l ose t o a

1wood.
2

Ibid.

3Fay H. Jo hnson, An Ear ly Economic History of Richmond, Utah,
Semi nar Paper (Utah State University Special Co llecti ons Librar y, Logan,
Utah, May 25, 19 57) , 18.
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dollar a day, some days a little more , but much of his pay was not in
specie but maybe a square of bacon, a small cured ham, a jar of hon ey or
maybe cheese or butter.

"There was very little cash in those days."

l

Construction crews in the Val l ey 'vere ready markets for the l ocal

fruit and vegetable peddlers .

2

Christmas trees were also peddl ed around the Chri stmas season.

These were peddled from the 1880's int o the 1900 ' s.
a tr ee .

They sold for 10.;:

3

Brooms from the Logan Broom Factory were peddl ed aro und the turn
o f the century.

Mr. Yeates could not r emembe r the price of them .

In 1920-192 1 ther e wa s a r e ce ssi on.

4

Thin gs we re extreme ly s l ow.

Young men looked everywhere for a dollar or two, a littl e spending
money.

They so ld just about everything and anything that could be s old.

At times peddling part-time brought in just e nough c as h to pay taxes.
Cedar po s ts, timb e r, l umber, a nd firewood were peddle d .

The author ' s

gra ndfather, Nie ls Johnson, from Hyrum, spent many wi nt ers in the mountains, cutting cedar posts for a littl e ext ra cas h.

Tiby and Jack Yeamens of Huntsville peddled a l ot of wood.

When

they were not going house to house or delivering a load, they would

take a l arge load t o t he north side of the old Tabernacle Square in
Ogden.

l

This was a common place to buy, sell and trade.

William Checketts.

2
John B. Yeates .
3
Allen Becks tea d.
4

Elizabe t h Yeates .

They set on
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or near their l oad until a buye r came by and either picked up the load
1
or had it delivered.
Slabs (the half round sid es of logs) from the sawmills were cut
into firewood and peddled.

loads.

It was sold in small amounts or in wagon

A lot of this was done by previous ordering .

Eden soon picked up a trick.

The Scotchmen of

Instead of loading their load narrow and

high they made th e bunkers low and wider.

This wideness made the buyer

think this was a bigge r load so of course they were asked to (and did)
pay more.

Most little communities had small wood yards where pe ople

could cal l with their wagons and pick up what they needed.
Ogden s t arted with a small firewood yard .

Farr's of

2

In th e diary of John Clark Dowdle, he mentions for Tuesday, February
1, 18 98, '' James Lewis, the trinket pedler sic came in the evening.

purchased some small articals sic of him."

We

3

Sharksters from California also came through Cache Valley se ll ing
stands of eucalyptus trees.
trees on it .

The land was guaranteed to have eucalyp tus

They claimed the tree s grew very fast and could be sold for

th e eucalyptus oil in them or for pilings for the many warfs in California.
They had a pitch all worked out to clinch the deal.
five acres but later sold it.

A man in Logan bought
4
This man's name was not known.

Many goods sold but not peddled went to the miners of the La Pl a tt e
Silver Mines in Utah, and the rich Placer Mines in Wyoming.

3

Dowdle, Book II, IX, 194.

'1ians e n.

Many a wagon
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stopped in Cache Valley and loaded up with fruits, ve getab les, berries,
butter, cheese, and homemade candies.

Not peddled, but of interest, is the Gessel Brick Company.

Many

farmers came t o the Gessel Brick Yard for bricks to erec t their chimneys

and fireplaces.

Old Main on the Utah State University Campus is made of

brick from the Gessel Brick Yard.
of

In 1901 the sugar factory was built

1~

million bricks from this yard, and delivered on the job for $5.50
1
a thousand.
Ice houses were a common thing in each community, but becaus e of

its perishability, it seems not to have been peddled.

It was called for

and used for making home made ice cream and preserving the deceas ed
until burial.

2

Honesty of Utah Peddlers
Dorothy J. Buchanan wrote an article in the Utah Historical Quarterly,
Wint e r 1966.

Her father, Henry C. Jacobs, began working for John

Scowcroft in Ogden in 1894.

After two years in the st or e they asked him

to go on the road for them.

His father said yes "if I could kee p myself

free from evils associated with the word "drummer, 11

3
•

•

•

•

Mr. Jacobs went as far as he could on the train and then hired a
team to visit towns where the rai l road did not reach.

His first salary

was $60 a month and later a commission of 3 percent of sales was added .

1Gessel.
2
3

Ibid.

Dorothy J. Buchanan, "Life On The Road, Reminiscences of a Drummer
in Utah, " Utah Historical Quarterly, XXXIV (Winter, 1966), 23-24.
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In 1896 he was cal l ed on a mission to Great Britain and when he returned
in June 18 96, he began again for Scowcrofts.

His routes varied, any-

where from Lehi to St. George to Moab and Monticello, and most of the
smal l towns inbetween .

He sold mainly to es tablished r e tail stores.

He usua ll y stayed at the town hotel for
up to $2 .00 for a full day .
he drove along .

50~

a day and

50~

a meal, a ddi ng

At times he took a .22 rifle and shot as

Often he had food with him, a can of oys t ers, sardines,

wedge of cheese or a box of soda crackers.

1

He gained many friends , saw Ut ah, and as a who l e enjoyed his travels
very much.

In fac t, he met his wife whi l e working in t hi s particu l ar

trade.
After his day ' s wo rk , he enjoyed the hos pitality and frien dship
of the home in which he stayed .

They spent the evening playing croquet,

singing in the parlor after th e evening meal or having a program or
party.

He was ca ll ed a drummer but was not looked up on as "d rummers "

from the Ea st we r e .

2

The auth or was curious as to wher e the t e rm "drummer" came from .
In an issue of a New England magazin e Yankee, a page is give n to ques tions
and a nswe r s.

I n the Marc h 1968 issue a question was written in by a read er.

Question:

Have you any id ea how the travelling salesman earned
the sobriquet of "drummer ?"

An swer :

In c e rta i n book s on Americana, i t claims that the

travelling sales man was origina ll y a peddler,
driving a t e am or horse which pulled a wagonload of merchandize. On approaching a vi llage
such a man wou ld bea t a drum to announce his

1
norothy J. Buchanan, "Life On The Roa d, Reminisc ences of a Drummer

in Utah," Utah Historical Quarterly, XXXIV (Winter, 1966), 24-27.
2 Buch anan , 26 .
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approac h.

This was the e arly method of

"drumming up a sale ."l

Wilhelmina J ensen Gunn writes a s t or y of her life in the El s in or e
House.

Her fat he r, J e n Iver Jensen, an indu strious man, built a hotel

in 1897.

Their home was remodeled and mad e into a comfortable hotel.

There were thr ee dau ght ers in the family at t hat time and when Bishop
Jensen began his thoughts of building the hot e l he approac hed one of the
Latter-day Saint Church General Authorities, as to whether he should
venture it or not.

Presiden t Lund fe l t i t would be a good financia l

investment but warned against that ki nd of envi ronmen t for his daught e rs
and told him "If you do , never cease to watch ove r them."

2

One of th e precautions was to be on guard against the tr eacherous
"drummer. "
astray .

They were notorious fo r always being r eady to l e ad women

Years l ater as Mrs . Gunn wrot e she said,
I want t o say in prai se of the tr ave ling men who

stoppe d at our hotel, that with the exception of a few,
no finer men eve r l i ved
. t he re was no indication
3
of the tr e acherous "drummer " we had been warned against.

Her parents let th em go out t o dances and fo r buggy rid es but always
made the decisi on as to who was worthy .

They always fe lt that their

g irls were sa fe with the Z. C, M.I. salesmen.

The girls en joyed so much

l ookin g a t the samples that th e sa l esmen di sp l aye d, the coats, skirts,
and sh oes .

Often the girls orde r ed th e ir cl o the s from these sa l esmen .

1
Yankee, (March , 1968), 30 .

~i lhelmina

Jensen Gunn,

11

A Drumme r 1 s Horne Away From Home, " Utah

Historical Quarterly, XXXIV (Winter, 1966), 30-37.
3
Gunn , 35 .
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This type of salesman did sell to individual people but his work was to
se ll stock to the many scattered merchantile stores of Utah.
"Most peddlers were honest.
them ."

They sold products and stood behind

This was fairly common to hear during the interviews.

people said the peddlers were honest.

Most

Some were a little hard to bar-

gain with but they did not try to cheat their customers.

Being among

a close religious group of people, and traveling a specific circuit,

kep t the peddler honest.

The l ocal people who dealt with meats, fish,

produce , and dairy goods were working among fellow Mormons and local
people.

This kept them honest.

In fact, like Mr. Anhder mentioned, his

family bec ame close friends to those who came to the house for produce
and those who peddled.
Were Local Merchants Hurt
by Peddlers?
There was little peddling in Utah during the very early period.
The main reason was the Mormon oa sis was too far away from manufactured

goods.

An itinerant could not load a wagon at St . Louis and travel

1,000 miles to the Mormon people, sell his goods and return 1,000 miles
and make any profit.

The distanc e was too great and with too many hazards.

Secondly, the La t ter-day Saint people did not have specie with which to
pay for the goods.
non-exist ent.

Money was extremely scarce and in some places almost

Therefore, t he peddler would have t o barter .

Occasion-

ally an itinerant came through Utah from California on his way to th e
to the East.

1
Hansen.

He stocked a few boots, clothing, tea, coffee and sugar to
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sell to the Mormons.

These he sold for cash and went on.

Also a few

merchants did come in from St. Louis with large loads of goods.

They

sold only for gold or farm product, they could take to California.
As communities grew, stores appear ed and most communities of any
size had a small merchantile store.

and sold only for cash.
called Gentiles.)

Often these were owned by "Gentiles"

(All peop l e in Utah who were not Mormons were

They did not sel l on time and this greatly upset the

l eaders of the Church.

In fact , Brigham Young spoke out against this.

The Latter-day Saints " wanted credit at their Brother's stores, but
always paid cash to the Gentile."

1

To give an example of the scarcity of money, I relat e a story which
appeared in the Utah Histo rical Quarterly by William R. Palmer.

William

R. Palmer's father, who was th e n living in Iron County, rec eive d a

letter from his mother in Wales .
on delivery.

In those days the postage was collected

The postage due was 75c, but Mr. Palmer's father did not

have the 75 c with which to redeem the l e tter.
train passed through Iron County.

Six weeks later a wagon -

A wagon in need of repair was fixed

by Mr. Palmer and he was paid wi th a $5.00 bill.

He ran straight to

the Post Office to get his l etter but the postmaster could not make
change for the $5.00.

Mr. Palmer left the $5.00 and took the letter.

Many weeks later he accept ed a me rchandise order on the Deseret Iron

Company Store for th e $4.25 change. 2

1

Kate B. Carter, ed . , Heart Throbs of the West, III, 250.

2
William R. Palmer, "Early Merchandising in Utah," Utah Hi storical
Quarterly, XXXI (Winter, 19 63), 37.
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In early Cache County when the settlers first arrived, the nearest
place to buy anything was Salt Lake City.

At times someone went to Salt

Lake and brought back a load of merchandise to distribute among the
Some of the prices were calico, 75~ a yard, soda, 35~ a

Saints here.

package, thread, 35~ per box, na il s and sugar 60~ a pound.

l

The first store in Mendon was owned by Charles Bird around 1865.
2
Tea sold for $5 .25 a pound, wheat around $5 .00 a bushel.
By 1868 Z.C .M.I. was fou nded in Salt Lake City and started business
in early 1869.

Within a short while many Z.C.M.I. stores were scattered
3
The
over the territory. The Hyrum Coop was organized March 31, 1869.
Logan Cooperative Merchantile Stor e was organized May l of that same
year . 4
Thus peddlers were not the only source of merchandise later on.
Cach e Valley al s o had other merchantile stores than those previously
mentioned :

Sherman and Thatcher, Thatcher and Son, Logan Co-operative

Merchantile and Manufacturing Institution, Robbins and Goodwin, Zions

Coo perative Merchantile Insti tuti on,
earlier stores which came and went.

l

5

and others are a few of the
Merchandise was available.

Kat e B. Car ter, ed., Heart Throbs of th e West, III, 269.

2
3

5

Ibid., 267.
Dial.

Kate B. Carter, ed., Heart Throbs of the We st, III, 270.
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In August of 1872 the Mo nt gomer y Ward Mail - order -house was estab lished and had mail service in Cache Valley that sam e yea r.
20th of the yea r brought the ra i lroad to Mendon, Utah.
i ncreased the ava ilabil i ty of goods in this area.
goods in and hauled bu lky far m prod uc ts out.

2

1

Decemb e r

This greatly

The railr oa d haul ed

Reliable, fast, mail-order

service was establishe d.

But with a new influx of goods and servic es avai l able, the peddler
did n o t diminish, but inc reased.

The railr oa d brought him i n as it had

the others, and he did hurt local busines s.
Figure s and statistics were not kept.

How much is not known .

But th e peddler was here .

traversed Cache Valley and all of Utah in every direction.

He

He delive red,

picked up, and redelivered huge amounts of goods.
0. H. Berg s aid he would die before he would buy from a peddl e r .
t o ld l ocal people th ey s hould buy fr om l oca l businessmen .
local businessman .

He

Berg was a

3

Alth oug h stor e s were in the area and goods and serv ice s availabl e ,

the pe ddler still did a thriving busin e ss, espec ially those who peddled
dair y goods and produ ce.
needed and was common .

This was a n era .

It last ed into the 1930's.

Ogden and Salt Lake gr adua ll y ta pered off.
roads were being improved.
town now.

l

The peddl e rs from

Automobile s wer e here and

Those not close td a stor e easi l y drove into

The peddlers who c ame from o ther parts of the nation also

Dial.

2

A time when peddlin g was

Ibid.

3
Beckstead .
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dwindled in number .

Optometrists, dentists, and pharmacists were now

schooled and licensed to practic e an d th e population of the area was
such as to keep them here permanently.
dl er of yes t e rday was almost extinct.
used .

As World War II began, the pedThe term , peddler , was no longer

Salesman, was the new terminology.

This is still used today,

and they remain with us, only not in the vast number they did fifty
or sixty ye ars ago.
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CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The young men of New England peddled because it was an adventure.
They wanted to see the other side of the valley or mountain, and peddling
paid their way .

Others peddl ed because it gave them employment.

New

items were being made in Colonial America and these goods had to be distributed, so young men took the jo us.

A few New Englanders pedd l ed t o

pa y their way to a new frontier of their way back home.

Many Yankee

Peddlers earned enough to attend college or start a small business of
their own.

To many of the Jewish immigrants, it wa s an overflow valve.

They

did not want to work in the factories or sweat shops, so took to peddling.
To others it was the first rung leading to their own business.

In many

cases the new Jewish immi grant had an uncle, cousin, or friend who was

a peddler .

They were shown the r o pes, lent $20 or $30, and were in

business themselves.

Others turned to peddlin g because they could no longer perform
the arduous tasks on the farm.

Mayb e they had been farmers or factory

workers, but now they were too old or their health was gone.

There was

no unemployment compensation, no accident insurance or Social Security.

Thus, those who could no l onge r perform their tasks, peddled.

Just

enough at times to keep body and soul together.
Still others took to the road because they were misfits.
unfit for anything else.

They did not or cou ld not hold a job.

They were
These
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were wanderers, vagabonds, se lling just enough to keep going.
In Cach e Valley and surrounding areas the main and most important

reason for peddling was to create employment.

Bec aus e of the lack of

industry and mining, Northern Utah (Brig ham City, north) has never had
an over-abundance of employment.
agricultural region.

Nor th ern Utah is still primarily an

So peddling in the Valley was not used to start

a new business but to create work.

One had to make a j ob of his own. There was ve ry
littl e work. We didn ' t make big wages, but we ate .
I'd get so tired walking around. We had t o make
work.l
Some

farme~

a few months, then peddled the remainder of the year.

Women peddle d because they had a few acr es on which t o raise a few crops

to supplement the family income.
Then sti ll others peddled because the cash obtained was used to pay
the taxes.

Taxes could not be paid in produce, cedar posts, or honey;

but a few dollars might be col lected by peddling a small sur plus.
other r eason was to save a crop.

An -

A crop could go completely to waste

were it not for the farmer himself ped dling it.

Many a farm crop was

peddled, even into the larger cities.
The Need For The Itinerant
Peddling in the U. S. was, in a way, unique.

Unlike Eur ope , the

North American Continent, for close to three centuries, had a frontier .

With a frontier there are sparsely settled areas.
to peddling.

1
Naylor.

This is conducive

The dentist, the eye doctor, the country store had not
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yet moved in and they not being there, turned the trad e t o the passing
itinerant.

As the fronti er pushed we stward the peddler was t he re.

Many time s he moved in with the first wagons.
Utah was simi lar.

Brigham Young, the Mormon co l on i ze r, sent many

Church members to outlying districts to settle.

This l e ft large dis-

tances between some settl e me nts, and many of them '\vere not large enough

t o have a ll the g oods and services at hand, so these s mall communities
gave business t o the need e d itinerant .

The Graduate Scho o l of Business at St anford University did a research study of the availability and retail prices of selected foods,
drug, c l othing, dry goods and variety items in typical rural towns in

the state of Ut ah.

It is a notable work done by David E. Favi lle, Dix

M. Jones and Richard B. Sonne.

For the author ' s purpose i t is too bad

the work was not d one fo rty or fif ty years ea rli er.

This part icular

work was done in 1941, usi ng the 1940 popu l ation census.

The id e a was

to use as samples small rural towns far e noug h away from the larger cities
t hat the buyers could not run int o a large r city every time th ey need e d

an item.

In this way, by using smaller out of the wa y towns, the a va il-

ability of their goods could be compared with the ava il abilit y of goods
in the large r cities.

The re were four c ontrol citi es c hosen with which

small e r cities and towns co uld be compared.

The rural towns near the

control city of Brigham, wer e Snowvill e , Plymouth, Clark ston , New ton,
Trenton, Fie ldi ng, Garland, Tr emonton , Collinston, and Honeyvi lle.
The conclusions showed:
l.

Seven and eight - tenths per cent of those inte rviewed in
t he rural t owns reported inadequat e choice of drygroce ry items ava i lable in their stores.

Scar cely any
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such comp la ints were reported in the control cities .
2.

1

Over fifteen per cent in the rural towns reported slow
store service, ove r crowding, and poor arrangement of
merchandise .

3.

Approximately forty -nin e per cent of the consumers in
the rural communities reported high prices for groceries ,

as compared with 17.5 per c2nt of those interviewed in the
four control cities

4.

Grocery pric es were found to be generally higher in the
rural communities than in the control cities . . . as

much as 15 to 20 per cent higher.3
6.

More than 44 per cent of those interviewed in the rur a l
towns said that their stor es did not carry a good range
of fresh fruits and vegetables, and over 42 per cent
reported a poor rang e of fresh meats. These reports were
substantiat ed by the interviewers' observations. These
deficiencies wer e accepted by rural consumers more than
they might have been by consumers in larger towns, because

the study revealed that these consumers for the most part
canned or pitted for winter use their own fruits or vege -

tabl es and slaughtered their own meat, or that they bought
largely from peddlers and local growers .4
CONCLUSIONS
The conclusions to be drawn from the survey in the light
of its original objectives may be summed up as follows: In
so far as the ready availability of a wide range of drug, variety,

clot hing, and dry-goods articles bears on the enjoyment of the
various comforts of life, the residents of small rural towns and
villages interviewed in this survey were at a disadvantage as
compared with their neighbors in medium sized t owns. Limit ed
selection, high prices, or complete unavailability were common
for these items in the rur al districts, and th ese deficiencies

1oavid E. Faville, Dix M. Jones, Richard B. Sonne, Merchandise
Availability i n Utah, (Stanford Universit y, California: Stanford University Press, 1942), p. 16.
2
Faville, Jones, Sonne, p. 16.
3

4

Ibid.,p.l7 .
rbid., pp. 17-18.
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were most keenly fe lt by fa r me r and labor e r groups . . .
Fr es h f r uit s , vegetabl e s, me a ts , and mi lk were stocked
in good variety in most of the city stor es, but we r e available
much less frequently and in limi t ed selection in rural stores.

These items were frequently produced locally in th e rural
towns who did not prod uce their own f r esh fruits, veget ables ,

meats, and milk fr e ~u ently obta in ed su pplies from neighbors
or peddl ers . . . .
The r e port states that the availability of many items were n ot as

ea sily obtained, as pl entiful or as cheap in smaller ou tl ying towns as
th ey wer e i n larger cities.

This being the condition in 1941, the

author conjectures that the c ondi t ion wa s even more pronounced in earlier
years , and with much slower transportation, they did not go t o the l a rge r

cities like was do ne in the 1940's .
Go ods and services wer e needed.

Dentures, clo t h, hardwar e, spec -

tacl e s, and produc e were want ed and were brought by the peddl e r .

If a

fa rm wife needed some pins, buttons or a pair of scissors, she of t en had

t o wait days before she go t to t own .

She knew however a peddl e r would

make hi s r ound soon and she could buy from him .
ha ndy and added to it the t hin gs needed .

Sh e kept a s lip of pape r

Many outside peddlers sold

s auce pans, mou th organ s , small gadgets, and household good s which often

the homeowner bought just on impulse .
In Dowdl e 's Diary he mentioned it had bee n a month since he had
been into Logan.

This was common to many and the fewer trips they made

into town, the more the business went t o the itineran t.

Quit e ofte n

the itinerant sold a littl e cheaper than the local merchants.

1
Favi ll e, Jones, Sonne , pp . 19-20.
2

Ibid . , pp. 211-212.

This gave
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him a s light edge in the marketing of his goods.
Also ther e was an economic factor involved.

A peddler, forty or

fifty years ago, could keep a family on his earn ings of three t o eight
dollars a day .

Today those who peddle door to door have to have a tre-

mendous mark-up to make a

11

living. 11

The super markets, the large depart-

ment stores and chain stores sel l much cheaper by having the customer
come to them and serve themselves.

Doctors and dentists could not begin

to haul their complex e quipment around in an automobile.

Those in need

of these services easily drive to the doctor's office.
The great variety of styles, colors, sizes and texture of clothes,

could not be car ried door to door.

In our age th ousands of square feet

of floor and window space is given for displays and advertisements.
Our economy, tran s portation and communication have changed.

mode of buying is completely differe nt from fifty years ago.

Our

People

much pre fer driving to a modern, air-conditioned building to browse
and shop.

They compare prices, utility and value.

The "old time" peddler is no longer needed.

gone.

That era of history is

From the 1880's into the 1920's he played a very important role

in Northern Utah.

No doubt,were a work done for other areas of Utah

or other states of the Union, the story would be similar.

It would

vary some, according to the goods and surplus in that local e.
Lake mad e Northern Utah uniqu e in the availability of fish.

Bear
Provo, Utah,

with its Utah Lake and fruit growing area would no doubt tell the same
story as Logan.

Washington County, in Southern Utah, with its sparsely

settled areas would tell a similar story, especi ally with some areas
raising surpluses in fruits and vegetables.
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But this er a mostly came to a close in the 1930's.

True, door to

doo r salesmanship is still practic ed , mainly for the conven i ence to the
consumer.

Charity organizations, local and international, still canvas

to raise funds or for a benevo l ence cause; but the peddl er of the past,

whos e history is parti al l y written here, is gone .
duri ng a time of history when he was needed .

He filled his r ole
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